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INTRODUCTION

More than forty years ago the principal constituent of

cheropodium oil, ascaridole, was shown to be a naturally occurring

stable, liquid peroxide (JL). Ascaridole differed from other

known peroxides principally in its structure which was found to

contain a peroxide bridge across a six membered ring in the

l:4-position» For many years this compound was regarded as an

oddity without an analogue in organic chemistry but the study of

sterols in more recent times has resulted in the discovery of many

other transannular peroxides both liquid and crystalline (2).
The occurrence of such cyclic peroxides is not restricted to

alicyclic chemistry. In 1926 was finally proven the existence

of a class of organic compounds of comparative simplicity,

solutions of which were, on irradiation, capable of combining

with molecular oxygen (_3) * The functional grouping was later

found to be a l:4-dienic system associated with a polycyclic

hydrocarbon (4). The product was a colourless transannular

peroxide or photo-oxide, which regenerated oxygen and almost

pure hydrocarbon on heating.

The readiness with which many of these peroxides are formed

unler the influence of ligjit and air as v/ell as the ease with

which seme of them can rearrange into more stable compounds or

release oxygen, strongly suggests that they may play an important

role in biological oxidation processes. As the investigations,

mainly by Moureau and Dufraisse, progressed it became increasingly

evident that a more physicochemical study of such aromatic peroxides

might prove of fundamental importance in a variety of fields.

The /



The reversible combination of oxygen and haemoglobin in the

respiratory system, for example, constitutes an empirical parallel

to the reversible photo-oxidation of polycyclic hydrocarbons (£)•

In photosynthesis the presence of a molecule capable of

producing oxygen by unimolecular dissociation could result in a

great saving of energy over other more involved multimolecular

dismutations (6). 'In vitro* experiments on the photosensitisa-

tion of related photo-oxidative processes involving chlorophyll

have, however, proved unsuccessful (7).

The fading; of common dyestuffs in sunlight is a slow and

photochemically inefficient process which may involve such

peroxidic intermediates (8). In any case as tire stage which

limits the efficiency is obscure investigations on similar

coloured materials, having the property of absorbing oxygen at a

measurable rate might prove invaluable.

It was intended in this work to utilise the reversible photo-

oxidative properties of the bright red hydrocarbon rubrene,

5:6:ll:12-tetraphenyl-naphthacene, and related materials to a

lesser degree, to study the general phenomenon of photobleaching

in the solid state and to study the properties of the products

therefrom.

A study of the photo-oxidation of solutions of this type of

hydrocarbon has only illustrated the complexity of the mechanisms

involved: the drawbacks in elucidation having been mainly due to

an ignorance of the role played by the solvent (_9). The

oxidations proceed under the influence of natural or artificial

light /
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light at a rate that depends on the nature of the solvent (10).
The maximum quantum efficiencies of oxidation are unity but fall

off with concentration of hydrocarbon and oxygen; (ll); they are

independent of the wavelength of the incident light, over the

range 360-550rau for rubrene (12). The overall reaction may be

expressed in the form of an equations

where I signifies rubrene and II the photoxide.

Although the available experimental data does not justify a

discussion of complete mechanisms, that a tranaannular peroxide

is formed by a non-chain mechanism remains undisputed.

The increase of potential energy occurring on the absorption

of a light quantum results in the fonaation of an excited molecule

which rapidly loses its excess energy as fluorescence or by

internal or collisional degradation. It has been suggested that

through one of the latter processes the first (forbidden) triplet

energy level may be attained (13). It is now easily foreseen

how this long-lived metastable molecule may react with oxygen.

Vezy recently Porter and Windsor have confirmed the existence

of the first and second triplet levels in irradiated anthracene and

rubrene solutions. These conclusions were reached after the

application of the technique of flash spectroscopy to such

systems (14). The results from quantum efficiencies of oxidation

and of fluorescence and the quenching of the latter lead S.J. Buwen

(15, 16) to "the conclusion that rubrene molecules in the ground

state /
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state, after fluorescence but still with vibrational energy, were

capable of reaction with oxygen. This postulate explains why the

sum of the efficiencies of oxidation and fluorescence is greater

than unity at high concentrations.

Three different mechanisms for "the photo-oxidation of rubrene

in solution have been proposed and they agree only on the following

points: the reaction obeys the law of the photochemical equivalent

the reaction is purely photochemical having no temperature

coefficient; the intervention of two molecules of rubrene is a

necessary step in the reaction (17. 18. 19).

Like triphenylmethyl, rubrene can act as a sensitiser for

initiating other oxidations (20) while its own reaction with

oxygen is easily inhibited by traces of aniline, nitrobenzene or

quinoline (21).

In the case of anthracene the mechanism of the photochemical

reaction with oxygen is also obscured by the intervention of

solvent molecules although in this case the quantum efficiency is

independent of oxygen concentration (22). The photoreactions of

anthracene in carbon tetrachloride have, however, provided

diagnostic evidence that the excited triplet state of anthracene

has a diradical structure (23).

The photoreactions, in solution, of hydrocarbons of this
series, containing an anthracene nucleus in the basic resonating

system, have been briefly summarised in order to familiarise the
reader with the practical and theoretical concepts which have

emerged /



emerged above the complications involved. The intention in this

work, however, is to study analogous phenomena in the solid state

and as few results concerning the actual oxidation of crystalline

hydrocarbons of this type have been reported, it is now purposed

to describe the properties associated with crystalline non-ionic

substances during irradiation.

The absorption by a crystal of a quantum of radiation of

frequency greater than that of the series limit will give rise to

a free electron and a free positive hole (24). If a voltage is

applied to the crystal these should drift in opposite directions

thus contributing to an electric current.

Byck and Borck (25) first observed that anthracene between

two cliaiged plates became conducting when illuminated. Bayliss

and Riviere ( 23) have more recently studied the photoconductivity

of anthracene but their results have been severely criticised by

Vartanyan (27). D.J. Carswell (28) has shown that the photo-

current varies with the wavelength of exciting light in the same

manner as the absorption coefficient and also that the current is

directly proportional to the light intensity. Further investiga¬

tions on numerous hydrocarbons including naphthacene 'save

established the above mentioned eorrellation between photocurrent

and light abso ption at particular exciting wavelengths (29).
In the case of non-ionic seiviiconductors tlie conduction is

attributed to the overlap of A -ozbitals which form the filled

band (30). Eley (31) and dcai . it© and Inakuchi (52) have

investigated various polycyclic hydrocarbons including some

violanthrones /
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violanthrones and reached the conclusion that it is unlikely that

the semiconductivity in these compounds is due to impurity centres,

Chynoweth (33) concludes from the behaviour of the photocurrent at

various applied fields and light intensities, in the case of

anthracene crystals, that the conventional energy band diagram as

used for inorganic substances can be applied to non-ionic organic

compounds.

As the process of photoconductivity allows electrons to be

transferred through crystals of non-ionic materials it is likely

that this mechanism be fundamental in the photochemical reactions

of such solids. Indeed recent experimental evidence indicates

that the photoconductivity of anthracene and naphthacene is a

surface phenomenon, being independent of crystal size up to 99'

absorption of incident light (54, 55). There seems little doubt

that the energy migrates to the surface as 'exoitons* (36).

Closely connected with semiconductivity, in principle, is the

phenomenon of photosensitisation. The condition that a light

absorber, e.g., a dye, should act as a sensitiser in the presence

of a semiconductor is tlxat its excited level should be above the

lowest level of the conductor (37). Then each time that a dye

molecule absorbs a quantum of radiation it willbe highly probable

that an electron be transferred from the absorber to ihe conduction

band of the semiconductor. Such a mechanism has been proposed

for the photosensitised oxidation of chlorophyll, at high oxygen

pressures, deposited on thallous bromide crystals (38).
Chlorophyll itself is known to be a photoconductor (39). In this
case -the thallous bromide acts as the light absorber although the

overall /
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overall reaction is simply the production of an excited chlorophyll

molecule. In the same manner the spectral sensitivity of some

photographic emulsions may be extended to longer wavelengths by

the presence of one of the many available blue-green dyestuffs (40).
From this standpoint it was intended to investigate the effect

of thallous bromide on the photo-oxidation of rubrene.

The above considerations lead to object of this research. A

study has been made of the reactions of rubrene and rubrene

peroxide from the general standpoint of solid state kinetics.

Previous workers; e.g., G.M. Badger (44-). M. Born and Schfinberg

(45) and C. Dufraisse (46), have stated that solid rubrene, in the

absence of solvent, does not photo-oxidise, however, preliminary

experiments showed scroe oxidation under such conditions. It was

therefore intended to follow its course by sensitive differential

pressure measurements on the oxygen over a thin film of material

deposited can a suitable substrate. This technique has been

successfully employed in the study of the photo-oxidation of

chlorophyll on powdered glass and on thallous bromide; the light

absorption of oxygen on titanium dioxide (41); and the photo-

reactions of various dyestuffs in the form of solid films (42).

A study has been made of the kinetics and energetics of the

decomposition of rubrene peroxide in the form of thin films as

well as with ground crystals.

Fran the starting points of photo-oxidation and decoisposition

it was intended to investigate the 'dissociation pressure' which

has been observed during the photo-oxidation of rubrene in benzene

solution (43) and. to study generally the effective reversibility

of the reaction.
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APPARATUS AND EXTERIMEKTAL ilETHODS

Tlte majority of the experiments which will be described in

this work involve the measurement of small pressure changes, The

apparatus employed for this purpose is represented in Figure (l)»
The reaction vessel V is connected through capillary tubing

to the sickle side of a Bourdon gauge. Small pressure changes

which occurred during reactions were observed through a telescope

fitted with a calibrated eyepiece, focussed on a length of thin

platinum wire fused to the end of the gauge pointer. The

absolute pressure in the apparatus was measured on the mercury

manometer M.

The apparatus was constructed almost entirely of soda glass.

All 'Quickfit* joints and high vacuum taps were lubricated with

Apiezon 'L* grease for normal low temperatures, At higher

temperatures Apiezcn *?* high vacuum grease was employed,

fin Edwards diffusion pump backed by a Speedivac oil pump was

used to evacuate the system to a pressure of less than 0.001mm.

mercury. The lower unoondensable gas pressures were measured on

a MeLeod gauge attached to the apparatus. During evacuation the

trap A was surrounded by liquid oxygen.

Temperature Control.

The utilisation of a pressure guage of high sensitivity

necessitates accurate temperature control. It is imperative in

such a system that not only the reaction vessel and gauge be at

the same temperature but that such temperature fluctuations as are

unavoidable should apply equally to both. These conditions were

achieved /
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achieved with a water-circulating divided flow arrangement.

Water from a large reservoir was pumped up to constant head

device from which it flowed down in two streams, one round the

gauge jacket and the other round the reaction vessel. With this

system pressure changes due to temperature fluctuations in the

thermostat tank were produced an both sides of the gauge and thus

tended to cancel out.

The temperature of hie thermostat bath was maintained by

means of a carbon filament lamp in conjunction with a chloroform-

mercury regulator and a bunvic relay. This water was constantly

stirred. The rates of flow of water through the well lagged

lines to the gauge and. reaction vessel could be controlled by a

screw clip at the constant head outlet. Under these conditions

the temperature was controlled to within 0.01°0.
While studying reactions at temperatures above 50°G. it was

impracticable to employ the above arrangement. Instead of this,

the gauge and reaction vessel were thenaostated independently by

means of a water jacket and furnace respectively. The furnace

was cylindrical in shape consisting of two halves which fitted

together, with overlapping, round the reaction vessel. By

employing a liand rheostat vhe temperature could be controlled to

about 0.5°0. As very low pressures were produced in the

reaction vessel in these experiments this degree of temperature

control was sufficient.

When studying the photoreactions of solutions it was

necessary to control the temperature accurately even at low

gas /
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gas pressures due to fluctuations in the vapour pressure of the

liquid. In such investigations a larger bath was placed round

the reaction vessel. The water in this bath was constantly

stirred and its temperature controlled to within 0.01°C. of the

required value by means of a 15 Watt heater and Sunvic relay.

By using liquids whose rate of change of vapour pressure with

temperature is small over the working range the experimental error

was kept very low.

Calibration of the Gauce

The gauge was calibrated in millimetres of mercury per

telescope scale division. This was effected by repeatedly

reducing the pressure in the gauge, compensating of the gauge

jacket, noting the total number of scale divisions traversed by

the gauge pointer and measuring the total pressure change

recorded by the mercury manometer.

The apparatus was filled with dry air through tap T,, to a

known pressure as recorded on the manometer M. The gauge and its

jacket were then isolated by closing tap T^. The reaction
vessel was then evacuated through Tg and the compensating
evacuation effected through T^. After an appreciable evacuation
the resultant pressure on -the manometer was recorded. When -this

is divided by the total number of scale divisions of "the

telescope calibrated eyepiece traversed by the gauge pointer the

result is the gauge sensitivity in run./scale division. As the

scale could be read to the nearest 1/10 division the true

sensitivity is 3/10 of the above value. With one gauge the

following results were obtained:-

Number /
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Number of scale divisions
moved by the oointer

Manometrio
pressure change Sensitivity

s.d. ran.Hg ran./s. d.

1. 453.4 21.8 0.00503

2. 627.4 31.0 0.00494

3. 249.7 12.8 0.00513

4. 288.6 14.5 0.00500

5. 335.2 16.5 0.00492

The above experiments were conducted at lOOrm. dry air

pressure with the exception of 5. where the pressure was 5Qnm.

During these calibrations the temperature was maintained at 25°C.
The average sensitivity is found to be 0.0050 ram./s.&. subject

to a computed experimental error of 5.5-1.

C.M.Laurie ( ..) found, that the sensitivity was independent of

the temperature although it varied slightly with the absolute

pressure in the apparatus. Results from analysis of reacted

materials and vapour pressures of liquids have shown that with

the g, ges employed in this v/ork the variation of sensitivity with

absolute pressure is not appreciable and may be neglected.

The Reaction Vessels

These vessels were constructed from either Pyrex or Soda

glass according to the experiment. They were spherical in shape

and each fitted with a Quiekfit A10 socket through which it could

be vacuum sealed to the apparatus.

While working with liquids a very much smaller vessel with a

flat bottom was employed. This enabled a magnetic stirring

element to function more efficiently.

In/
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In some experiments a side tube was attached to the reaction

vessel by means of Quickfit A7 joints. In this way reactions

could be studied in the presence of adsorbents. If two such

adsorbents were required either during different stages of the

reaction or at the sane time a two-way tap arrangement was

employed.

Calibration of the Cuugg and Reaction Vessel Volumes.

In order to calculate the rarmber of moles of gas reacting in

the system it is necessary that the total volume of the reaction

vessel gas space be known. In this determination a measured

pressure of dry air is allowed to expand into a known volume at

temperature. The original volume is calculated from the

pressure difference and the known volume by utilising Boyle's Law.

Approximately 2Q0nm. (p^) of dry air, as recorded on the
mercury manometer i£, were introduced into the apparatus the taps

Tg am i'y being closed.

i I ~H3 ««Cuo*\.

• M

fig. a

The taps T^ and T^ were now closed and the remaining space
evacuated through Ty. Taps T^ and Tj- were then closed and by
opening T^ carefully, ga3 was allowed to expand into the volume
contained /
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contained by T^TgTgT^. During this operation the gp.uge pointer
was "balanced "by pumping through T^,. When equilibrium was
attained and the gauge pointer again at its original position on

the telescope scale the new pressure p^ on the manometer M was
recorded. The tap T_ was new opened and the gas allowed to

expand into the volume V, the gauge being balanced in the emm

manner as before. The resultant pressure was recorded.

If \T1 is the volume of the reaction vessel, capillary and
g; ige up to T^ and Vg the volume between and. then :

(Vi + V2+V5)p3 = (v1 + v2)p2 (1)
thus (Tj ♦ Vg) = VV(p2 - p3) (2)
also (V1 + Vg) a ^.pj/pg (5)
therefore by combining (2) and (3) we have

V1 « P2*P3*VP1'(P2 " p3) (4)
Thus from a knowledge of the three pressures and the volume

the volume V^ may be calculated. With one vessel the following
results were obtained:

Experiment 1. 2.

Vgtnls. 145.9 145.9
p^inm. 106.0 199.5
PgK«a. 57.5 108.7
Psmm. 24.9 47.3
V^tnls. 60.51 60.55

It can be observed that the accuracy of this determination is

less than 0.5 -.

The Optical System /
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The Optical System

Two radiation sources vrere used: (l) An Osira nercuxy vapour

lamp j the beam of which, after passage through a water lens, was

rich in the Kg3650 and fig4658 lines. The input to this 250V/125W.

lamp was stabilised by means of a choke and condenser arrangement.

(2) An Osram 110V/250W. projector lamp which provided lower energy
%

light but with higher intensity than (l).

In all experiments the light beam was transmitted through at

least 6mm. of Soda glass, as well as Iran, of 1-yrex glass when such

vessels were employed, and about 25cm. of water. Under these

conditions very little light of wavelength less than 5650A° v/as

expected to reach the sample under irradiation.

Willisi irradiating samples at high temperatures tlie light

beam was able to pass through heat resistant 2mrsu glass windows

attached to the previously described fxnaiace.

Gas Storage and Purification.

Oxygen was Introduced into the two litres capacity soft glass

bulbs in the following manner.

The bulbs were evacuated for two hours flushed with ctxygen a

few times and then pumped for 20 hours at lO^mau Hg (McLeod).

Cylinder oxygen was tlien introduced through C and al ter slowly

diffusing through phosphoric oxide and 1he trap B, at liquid

oxygen temperature, v/as allowed to enter the bulbs until the

attainment of near &tmosphex*ic pressure. The tap Ig was then
closed, trap B wanned up to room temperature and the apparatus

pumped out fox* a further two hours. lap Ty was then closed.
Before /
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Before using the purified oxygen for experiment the space

X?TgTg was always re-evacuated and liquid oxygen placed round the
trap B.

Organic vapours could he admitted to the taction vessel

through Tg and the organic liquid having been previously
degassed throu^i tQ with 'x^ closed.
ilgoaratlcn of vio .^ictanta - Hubreiifc.

iJiphetyi-jp:mi;/JLethaaqyl cardinal was prepared according to the

method described ty Wittig and Waldi I'uZlm Bsoaio&tyvem (I> wan

treated with pbanyiiitiuLiaa in day ether and under a small nitrogen

piessuso. ihe product (II) was condensed with 'banssuphenuce to

produce the oafbdLnaL (HI)* uwp. (o»p. hbSj. quoted cy the

atxjTO authors}• The carbinol was converted to the chloride (IV)

with thicnyl chloride at -10°C. which ca turn was aonaeiisod to

rufcrsne (V) ly heating to iaO°G. *in vacuo* in the pi-ooeiice of a

trace of quinoiine as catalyst (ll)»

The /
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The crude product was waslied vdth ether in the dark and dried

'in vacuo*. Previous workers with ruhrene have purified the crude

material simply by repeated recrystallisations from benzene-

ligroin. As extremely pui« seniles are required for solid state

investigations it was decided to study samples at various stages

of purity and ultimately to evolve a method for the purification

of rubrene.

Sample A

Obtained after five extractions with acetone^ a product

melting at 329°G. (previous workers quote melting points of

330 - 332°C. for rubrene).

Sample B

This consisted of sample A twice recrystallised from benzene-

high boiling ligroin after distilling off the benzene at room

temperatui*e. This sample melted over 0.1°C. at 330°C.
Sample C

The crude product was made into a slurry with acetone and

allowed to settle on the top of an alumina column. The operations

described below were carried out in the following order -

1. Washed with a large volume of acetone - no elulion

of rubrene as rubrene is only sparingly soluble in

acetone.

2. Further washings with large volume of high boiling

3. The top of the column was stirred up slightly after

the addition of a little benzene followed by elution

with benzene.

4./
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4. Recrystallisation from benzene - ligroin as before

resulted in the production of rubrene melting at

333°C.

The above operations were carried out in the dark room.

Sample D

As in Sample C but with a newly prepared crude product.

Rubrene Peroxide

In -fee preparation of the peroxide a concentrated solution of

rubrene in benzene was allowed to stand in sunlight until it was

completely colourless. Benzene was then allowed to evaoourate

slowly until such time as crystals of the peroxide separated from

the solution. 'These crystals were dried 'in vacuo' while in

total darkness at room temperature.

Standard Solutions of the Peroxide.

Standard solutions of the perrd.de were prepared by

dissolving a known weight of the rubrene sample in a suitable

solvent and exposing the solution to sunlight until such time as

the characteristic absorption bands of rubrene could not be

detected by the spectrophotometer. The peroxide solution was

then made up to a standard volume.

213:6 x 7-dibenzflnorantheae

A senile of this newly synthesised naphthacenic hydrocarbon

was kindly supplied by G.V. McHattie.

Absorption Spectrophotometry.

The following table provides the key to the Graphs 1-8.

Graph /
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Graph Substance
Concentration
me./Litre Solvent £sUa

1. rubrene (C) 32.2 benzene 10mm. glass

2. rubrene (D) 27.5 benzene 10r.ua. glass

3. rubrene (d) 16.5 dioxan lOmn. quartz

4. rubrene peroxide 109.0 benzene 2mm. quartz

5. rubrene peroxide 17.5 dioxsn lOrnn. quartz

6. rubrene peroxide 21.2 oyclohexane lOrmu quartz

7. rubrene peroxide 10.45 m-xylene 2irm. quartz

8. dibensfluoranthene 23.4 benzene 10mm. glass

The spectra 1, 2 and 8 were examined on the Unlearn (visible)

S.P, 600 instrument while the others were examined on the larger

Unlearn ultra-violet absorption spectrophotometer.

The wavelengths of maximum absorption and the absorption

coefficients obtained from the above results on the rubrene and

rubrene peroxide spectra are in complete agreement with the values

quoted by other worker* (47. 48).

The absorption coefficients at the wavelengths of maximum

visible absorption were, for example, in the case of rubrene (D) in

benzene solution; 530 mu:4.07 ( 4.08); 495 mus4.06 (4.07); 465 mu:

3.77 (3.79). The corresponding values computed from the results

of G.M. Badger and R.S. Pearce (47) are shown in parenthesis.

These authors found that the absorption coefficient as well as the

wavelengths of maximum absorption varied with the solvent. Indeed
the 'red shift' was formulated as a complex function of the
refractive indexes of the numerous solvents employed. The
wavelengths /
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wavelengths at which maxima minima, and points of inflection were

detected are compared to the corresponding approximate values as

measured by the above authors, in the table below. The values

correspond to rubrene in dioxan solution and the wavelengths are

quoted as milliaictons.

Portion of Curve Wavelength Literature Value

Maximum 309 304

Inflection 327 323

Minimum 380 278

Inflection 397 395

Inflection 430 430

Maximum 465 464

Maximum 494 493

Maximum 528 529

It may be observed from Graph 6 that the spectrum of rubrene

photo-oxide in cyclohexane is apparently quite different from that

in several other solvents. During this determination it was

observed that the value of Log Io/I became 'negative* below 290m •

In other words more light was apparently absorbed by -the solvent

alone than by the solution. Such an effect may have been brought

about by a process of fluorescence quenching in the solution.

Reversing the solutions in the spectrophotometer did not alter

the anomaly. The maximum value of Log Io/l, occurring at a wave¬

length of 305 mu was 3.967 while the corresponding Log Io/l value c

rubrene /
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rubrene peroxide in benzene at 305 rnu. wis 3.S67.

For the nurpose of analysis of rubrene residues calibration

curves relating the concentration of rubrene in benzene solution

to the amount of light absorbed at a particular wavelength were

drawn up. These curves were drawn from the values obtained and

recorded in the table below.

Instrument - Unicam SP 600

Cells - lOiTtn. glass

Solvent - Benzene

Concentration
mg./lOOOmls 53Gmu.

Log Io/l
495mu. 465mu.

41.1 0.S70 0.929 0.476

32.9 0.720 0.688 0.362

20.55 0.461 0.440 0.234

16.44 0.378 0.369 0.194

8.22 0.190 0.185 0.097

4.11 0.091 0.0865 0.0435

The Preparation of the Films

The reaetant •film' normally consisted of a thin layer of the

material to be examined, deposited on to a solid substrate. The

thai loan bromide and Jena glass, both in
|

a thoroughly dried and ground state.

All /
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All films were prepared in the dark in the following manner -

A standard weight of the substrate, approximately 0.1, 0.2 or

0.3gm., was carefully placed into the reaction vessel. A

measured quantity of the standard solution of the substance to be

investigated was then pipetted into the vessel. During this

operation the reaction vessel was kept tilted in order that only

one side of the vessel be wetted by the solution. The solvent

was then carefully removed by evacuating the system, at about 35°C.
with a water (filter) pump. When practically all the solvent

had been removed the vessel was swirled round a few times in order

that the film mi$it be spread evenly over one internal hemi¬

spherical surface of the reaction vessel while pumping was conti¬

nued. After one half hour of further evacuation at the water pump

the film containing reaction vessel was ready to be transferred to

the apparatus.

Analysis of the Film Residues: Solids

After the completion of a reaction the vessel was removed

from the apparatus in darkness and the high vacuum grease removed

from ttie Quickfit joint. The vessel was then filled with benzene

and thoroughly shaken. The contents were then filtered through a

cotton wool plug and the resulting solution made up to a standard

volume with benzene. Spectrographic analysis of these solutions

provided Log IJ~L values which were readily convertible to
concentrations of rubrene by means of the concentration-absorption

coefficient calibration curves.

The Detection of Gaseous Products /
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The Detection of Gaseous Products

Condensable Vapours

At the termination of a reaction ihe taps T^, T,., and T^
were opened and T12 closed. The reaction vessel space was then
evacuated through the trap C which was surrounded with liquid air.

The base of 1his trap, which was only about 2am. in diameter, was

attached to one junction of a thermocouple, the other junction

being kept at 25°C. Thus, on removal of the liquid air container,

the temperature of the trap could be measured an a sensitive moving-

coil galvonoraeter connected in the thermocouple circuit. After
/

closing tap T^ the trap was allowed to warm up slowly, the

temperature being measured on the galvanometer scale. At the

same time the vapour pi-assure of the trap condensate was measured

by the gauge pointer deflection.

A plot of 'vapour pressure' against temperature was charac¬

teristic for any one vapour.

Acetone

This could be detected by the indigo blue test of Feigl (42).

After pumping the vapours through the liquid oxygen trap C the

trap was removed from the apparatus. »Vhile the contents of the
trap were still frozen one ml. of chloroform was added followed
hy one or two drops of an alkaline solution of o.nitrobenzaldehyde.
The whole was then warmed in a water bath. The production of
a blue colouration in the chloroform layer indicated the presence
of acetone. The sensitivity limit of this test is lOOug.
Oxygen

Illuminated films of titanium dioxide react with oxygen at a

measurable /
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measurable rate (50). Experiments have shown that the absorption

of oxygen occurs at a finite rate down to pressures less than

ultimately measurable by the gtuge, while heat reduces the effect

of oxygen absorption.

A thin film of titanium dioxide (sample Dg) (50) was prepared
in a small flat vessel, 3mm. in diameter, this vessel being in turn

attached to the reaction vessel through a Quickfit A7 *oint set.

A dark cover was fitted round this side tube. When the time

arrived to estimate the oxygen this cover was removed and the

titanium dioxide film irradiated with the beam from the Qsira lamp

focussed through a water lens. The resulting decrease in

pressure was measured by the g age pointer deflection. In some

experiments a tap was placed between the reaction vessel and the

titanium dioxide film to prevent contamination of the film during

the reaction.

As may different types of reaction have been studied in this

work it has been decided to describe the appropriate experimental

procedure at the commencement of each section. Apy further

unique experimental details, such as apparatus modifications, will
also be described in their appropriate section.
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EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 1.

The. Photo-oxidation of Hydrocarbons on Solid Substrates

Experimental Procedure

The reaction vessel containing the prepared film was attached

to the apparatus by means of a Quiokfit joint this operation being

effected in the dark. The whole system was then evacuated for a

standard length of time. Once the water-flow system had commenced

and the evacuation completed oxygen was introduced into the

apparatus through the tap T^ (see fig. 1.) to the required pressure
as read on the manometer M. The taps T^, Tg and T^ were then
closed and the system allowed to reach thermal equilibrium in the

dark.

In the study of reactions at low oxygen pressures the tap T^
was closed, and the resultant pressure measured by the g&uge pointer

deflection.

When thermal equilibrium was maintained, observable by a

steadiness of the gauge pointer, the film was irradiated and the

pressure changes occurring in the reaction vessel were recorded at

known time intervals. As the total change of pressure occurring

during a typical reaction was less than 1mm. the absolute gas

pressure can be assumed to remain constant throughout a reaction

for reasonably high initial pressures. The error introduced in

the utilisation of this assumption was never greater than 8%

depending on the oxygen pressure and the toted pressure change.

prom -r-nrHnga of pressure change at known time intervals the
rate of pressure decrease could be calculated and plotted against
the pressure decrease reslilting in what will be termed a 'rate
curve'•

If /
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If during a 'run* it was required to alter the absolute

pressure of oxygen in the reaction vessel the procedure described

below was adopted. The light source aperture was closed and the

taps and T^ opened. The apparatus v/as then slowly evacuated
through T„ or oxygen allowed to enter through T^ according to
whether the pressure required to be decreased or increased. The

resultant pressure could be measured on the manometer M. After

closing the taps T^ and Tg the irradiation was continued.

The Photo-oxidation of Rubrene on Thallous Bromide /
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The Photo-oxidation of Rubrene on Thalloua Bromide

Preliminary Experiments

The following experiments were carried out to determine the

effect of light on thin films of rubrene on thallous bromide

crystals in the presence of oxygen.

In the first experiment 14.1mg. of rubrene (A), deposited from

a standard solution of rubrene in acetone on to O.Sgra. of thallous

bromide, war, evacuated for two hours at 10"~3nm. Hg. (McLeod gauge).

The film was then irradiated in lOOram. oxygen with the Osira lamp

system. The temperature of the reaction was 25°C and the gauge

sensitivity was 0.0050mm. / Scale division.

The g age pointer remained steady in the dark on average

although fluctuating around the zero point by not more than 0.5

scale divisions. When the film was irradiated a decrease in

pressure was observed and recorded. The rate of decrease in

scale divisions / 40 minutes is plotted against the actual decrease

of pressure in Graph I:d.

Extrapolation of the curve in Graph Isd suggests the value of

7.7 scale divisions for the total uptake of oxygen at zero rate.

This would constitute only about 5 ' of the possible reaction

assuming that unit molar combination of oxygen and all the rubrene

occurs.

A series of experiments were then performed at a variety of

oxygen pressures, weights of substrate, weights of rubrene and

depositing solvents. The percentage reaction occurring was

calculated from a knowledge of the extrapolated pressure decrease

and the constants of the apparatus. The table below summarises

the results.

III. /
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Weight of rubrene, mg.

Weight of substrate, go.

Depositing solvent

Oxygen pressure mrruHg.
Time of illumination, mins.

percent reaction

1:1. :2. t£s. iix

14.1(A) 1.83(C) 1.94(C) 1.94(C)
0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2

acetone acetone benzene benzene

100 100 50 50

235

4.6

600

0

360

12

600

0

The results of experiments 1:1. - :4. indicate that rubrene

samples irradiated in oxygen, show erratic oxygen uptakes and that
in any case appreciable pressure decreases under the present

experimental conditions are not found.

These small uptakes may be due to many factors and the first

one to be investigated was the effect of the substrate. In the

next section the non-absorbing substrate, powdered Jena glass, was

employed.

The Photo-uxidation of Rubrene on Jena Class /
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The Photo-oxidation of Rubrene on Powdered Jena Glass

In the following experiments the conditions were standardised

as now described.

All films were deposited from acetone solution an to 0.2 gn. of

Jena glass. The films were evacuated for 2£hours at 10 ran.

mercury (McsLeod gage) and irradiated with the Osira lamp system

in a constant pressure (lOOran. oxygen) and constant temperature

(25°C) system. The gt.uge sensitivity was 0.0050mm. / scale

division.

Degassing was effected 'in situ' by evacuating the vessel in

a constant temperature arrangement. This was done to ensure the

removal of as much as possible of the physically adsorbed solvent.

1:5. 3.37 mg. rubrene B

:6. 1.84 mg. rubrene C

:7. 5.35 mg. rubrene A : degassed for one hour at 100°C.
:8. 1.35 mg. rubrene B : degassed for one hour at 130°C.

Graph lib shows the 'rate curves' for the nans 5 and 7 and

although these are apparently linear the uptakes are so small that

the curves cannot be taken as final evidence of a uni-molecular

reaction with oxygen.

The percentage reaction, having the same significance as in

the previous section, that occurred in the above experiments are

shown in the table below.
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Time of Illumination
Mo. Percent reaction (minutes)

1:5. 11 230

:6. 0 600

:7. 9.2 160

:8. 2 200

As the rates and total uptakes on thallous bromide and. on

Jena gLass are not significally different^ it seems fairly certain

that thallous bromide does not photGaensitise the photo-oxidation

under the present experimental conditions.

Degassing, at higher temperatures does not seem to produce

any marked effect. This, eo.iibined with the irreproducibility and

magnitude of the oxygen uptakes observed, suggests that the surface

alone governs any such reaction. In other words either only

molecules in the neighbourhood of crystal irregularities or a thin

external layer may photo-oxidise under these conditions.

Hie next surface variable to be investigated was the depositing
solvent.

The Fhotoreactians of Pitas of Hubrene from Benzene Solution
Deposited on Jena glass /
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The Photo-oxidation of Films from a Benzene Solution of Rubrene

Deposited on Jena Glass.

Experimental:

C-;ajge Sensitivity : 0.0055r»rr/sd.
Reaction vessel volume : 55.7mls.

Oxygen pressure t 50 mm.

Temperature t 21.5°0.
Evacuation : * Speed!vac* oil pump .-ind mercury

diffusion pump.

Rubrene s Sample C. as standard solution of
194.0mg./100nls. redistilled benzene.

After each 'run' the film was speetrogmphically analysed for

rubrene. The results of these analyses will be referred to as

percentages of the initial rubrene concentration. The extent of

the reaction, as calculated from the analysis, was then compared

to the value obtained frap a knowledge cf the constants of the

apparatus and the ultimate total pressure change.

Runs 9. - 14. v/ere performed under the above experimental

conditions and the results are outlined in the table below. Graph

X »C, contains the plots of change in pressure against time for the1

above experiments.

^ Reaction

Ho. rubrene mg. Substrate gm. (oolc* * Analysis
It 9. 1.94 0.1 42 43
1:10. 1.94 0.3 29 27
I 111. 1.94 0.3 30 % 28
1:12. 1.94 0.3 I8 :l> '

1:13. 1.94 0.3 60 58
1:14. 3.88 0.3 19 "b

The veiy good agreement between the spectrographs analysis
figures and the extent of the reaction as calculated from the
pressure /
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pressure doorcase in the system is in accord -with the view that

the reaction occurring consists of the combination of one molecule

of oxygen with one molecule of rubrene.

In Graph I :C (although the experimental points are shown as
circles the curves are drawn from values of the pressure change

(Zip) calculated from, the general equation(1.).

hp » A.log1Q(B. t ♦ l) (l)
A and B are constants for any given film. As can be seen

i

from the table below, A is virtually constant for the given set of

experimental conditions while B can be identified with the total

uptake of oxygen.

liat. hL ®s.

: 9 2.70 2.55

:10 2.55 1.88

ill 2.05 1.33

:12 3.00 18.6

:13 3.24 31.6

:14 3.05 2.2

Graph I ;C^ exemplifies the type of rate curve obtained with
such reacting films from which it may be concluded that the oxygen

absorption did not proceed according to a unimolecular law over

the range studied.

It must be emphasised that the logarithmic plot is not very

sensitive to finer deviations. Almost any process ihich tends to

come to a standstill after a while would approximately conform to

acme sort of logarithmic law. It appears that such a relationship

is not necessarily the result of a single uniform process; there

are /
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are examples available in which the expftrhnentally determined rate

law ia logarithmic but is actually composed of two or move

exponential terms (51. 58). Under these circumstances the

deduction of a single comprehensive rate constant becomes impost

The main trouble in elucidation of these results lies in the fact

that the uptafceu hav> been so varied. If the reaction consists

of a series of exponentials then under these conditions it becomes

difficult to relate ceie reaction to another: a difficulty which is

not lessened when the form of the surface is changing from •run* to

•run*. It was possible, however, from the curves on Graph I :G^
to estimate the probable values the •total oxygen uptake', hp •oo

The factor (Ap^ - Ap) scale divisions which corresponds to the
amount of rubrene available for reaction with oxygen at the time

t minutes, is compared to the initial rate, ■ "b 4 , expressed

as scale divisions per 25 minutes, in the table below.

No. [datej^ » A (APoo P) mB I^MUI
9 8.10 b> • U %" 7.50 b"-9 1.08 1.50

10 4.95 4.3 S" 5.70 if' O 0.87 1.38

11 n
K

5.40 ~l • (0

%-\Q

5.30
p

4- > o 1.02 1.68

12 3.10 4.25 7'° 0.73 1.44

13 ^ 9.40 £j . uo 8.80 & '03 ' 1.07 1.40

14 5.50 S". «T 6.30 0.88 1.32

The oonstancy of the

str ngly indicates that the reaction is uniraolecular in the initial
stares. If the rates are rreasured over the whole concentration

range /
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range sod plotted against the rubvene concentration, as ne?osured

ty pressure chance, r curve of the type s' cran in Figure 3 is

obtained. When it is rcraensbered that the surface conditions ntf*y

vary frcra eaperimant to oxpertaent, the agreement here is reasonably

good, This curve indicates that the reaction consists of too

exponentials, the overall law of photo-oxidetion feeing

(CPoo - ftp) « /we^-^ 3.0*2'* _ (2)
tthcro & 1,52 and |L ft 0,15 (twenty-five mias,)"* end (Ap^) 3
(A * 3,).

This equation leaned theoretical bisis to the attractive

hypothesis postulating t-o types of caeetive material m the

surfssce. The faster stage isay be attributed to the attack of

oxygen on the relatively * unbound• molecules while the slower

reaction, involving the oxidat'on of the crystalline material, is

governed by the seend tea?, in equ* +len (2),
At tide stage however, the logarithmic law must still bo

considered aa a possible explanation of the results. It seems

possible that correllation of the constants with those derived for

photo-oxidation at lower pressure® of cxygea, would be cf advantage.

That rubren©, cn irradiation of a thin film on Jem glass, does

react with cssygsn has been established in this sectten. The

Uptakes wore irreprodueible although the pressure-time curves all

seemed to follow the same lew. The analysis indicated that ens

molecule of rubrenc disappears whan one molecule of oxygon is

removed fxrm the gas phase. These results also prove that the

rubrune sample under consideration contained no appreciable amount

of impurity which was oxidiaable under the present experimental

conditions, /
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conditions.

A complete >*iit molar ratio ca.' oxygen uptake to rubrene

concentration could not "be approached in ai$r of tit& experiments.

In run Id., ibr arable, 60l of the film reacted in 365 minutee

although according to •(geation x., tois reaction sail only proceed
9

to ocogxlouiua in U.x 10 oo&v..
\

Aa so far described, the gas in tine gas phase has been

regarded as usygen only ana. tiw reaction en tue sjuapie Btepi

R * 0g v iiOg

where R signifies riibrerie and BOg tlte eroxide. The analyses and
calculations from pressure decreases have indicated that one

molecule of rdbrene is used up sfoes a nett loss of one molecule

occurs in the gas phase. Such a stipulation does not exclude a

reaction cf the types

R.B ♦ 2(0g) - R(02)2 ♦ B
where B indicates solvent (benaene) and R.B a rubrene-solvant

ccrnplex from which the solvent rnpy not be removed by the noi^jel

evacuation procedure. Such a reaction would only be in accord

with experiment 31* the adsorption of bender® on the glass surface

was negligible. The pressure change results do, however, rule

exit reactions of the type:
v

R.B ♦ 0g - R02 ♦ B
where there is no resultant pressure change.

2ho Jffoct of Evacuation in the Dark

dhsci the initial, fast, stage of the reaction had completed

in na 9. the film was evacuated for a further 3 tours in darkness

(see in Graph I:C). No change in the general shape of the

Pleasure-time curve was observed when the film was re-irradiated

in /
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ill 50nm» of oxygen. This result suggests that the reaction is

not of the simple thermal reversible type.

No simple relationship could be found which included all the

experimental points in any one of the above photo-oxidations.
/■

For this reason it seemed reasonable to asstme that two types of

oxidation were occurring simultaneously. At this stage in the

work it was considered of prime importance to investigate trie

effect that occluded or 'cheraisorbed*solvent of deposition might

have on the photo-oxidation in relation to the total uptake of

oxygen.

The Ex foot of Organic Vapour* ™ the Photewreid»-Hrm /
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The Effect of Organic Vapours on the Photo-oxidation : Benzene

Experimental: - Film - 1.24mg. rubrene 0. deposited from
benzene solution on to O.lgn. Jena
glass.

Evacuation - Oil and mercury diffusion pumps.

The film was evacuated cverni^Jit and irradiated in ccsygen

until the reaction rate became negligibly slow. The illutaination

was then ceased and the oxygen pumped off. 10m. of benzene

vapour were then introduced into the reaction apace and the

pressure made up to 60mm. with oxygen. It vnis found that

appreciable dark adsorption of benzene occurred so, 15 hours

standing at the reaction temperature vras allowed for the system to

attain equilibrium.

On further irradiation, fix's! with the Csira and then Osram

light sources, no pressure decrease was detected after a period

of five hours.

Carbon disulphide

.An uncreaotive film, prepared as above, was left under 50mm.

of carbon disulphiae at 20°C. for 24 hours, in complete darkness.

The film was than evacuated for about 5 minutes when 50rara. of

oxygen were introduced into the system. After 2 hours standing

in the dark, by which time the gauge pointer had become steady,

the film was re-irradiated. No further reaction oould be

detected.

Carbon disulphide was chosen because the photo-oxidation of

rubrcne in this solvent proceeds at a rate nine times greater than

in apy other solvent (10).

Under /



Under the present experimental conditions the organic vapours

investigated have no apparent effect on the photo-oxidation of

rubrene in the form of a thin film on Jena glass.

It was suggested in the previous section that two simultaneous

reactions occur when films of rubrene, deposited in the described

manner, are irradiated. The reproducibility of the curves in every

respect except total uptake of oxygen suggest that the final or slow

process was common to all the reactions studied. The conjecture
'

is now formed that one of these reactions involves the rapid

attack of oxygen on relatively unbound or non-crystalline rubrene

while the other constitutes the slow attack on the crystalline

material by my of crystal irregularities or faults. The initial

step may be visualised as being connected with the method of

deposition and the solvent.

In an effort to supress this initial stage it was intended to

study the photo-oxidation of films of rubrene prepared 'in situ',

on Jena glass, fran rubrene peroxide. In this manner it was hoped

to remove all traces of solvent ani form a film containing only

one 'reactive type' of rubrene. It was also hoped that in this

way any diffusional process which may be occurring will be

accelerated.

The Photo-oxidation of Hubrene prepared 'in situ' from hie Peroxide/
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The Photo-oxidation of Rubrene Films

Prepared 'in situ1 from the Peroxide

Experimental Procedure

The preparation of the film

After preparing a solution (in acetone) of rubrene peroxide

in the starxiard manner a measured quantity was poured into a.

reaction vessel which already contained a known weight of Jena

glass# The solution was then slowly evaporated to dxyru-ss under

reduced pressure and at 30°C. In order to fona a uniform film,

as in the experiments with rubrene, the vessel was gently rotated

when only a few drops of acetone remained.

The film was then, subjected to simultaneous heating, at 130°G.,
and punning with the oil pump over liquid oxygen for a recorded

time in the dark. Tlie heating was effected "by immersing the

vessel in the vapour of toiling cfclorobensena contained in a

darkened flask. The flask was fitted with three necks. The first

was for a reflux dondenser, the second contained a thermometer and

the third the reaction vessel. To the third and largest neck of

the flask had been fitted a rubber bung through whioh the joint of

vessel could protrude.

The reaction vessel was then transferred to the apparatus, in

darkness, and evacuated for a further three hours. Photo-oodLdatioo

was then carried out in the usual manner.

Illumination - Osira lamp system

Oxygen pressure - lGChan.

Temperature - S3°C.
Tho 'rate curves', which are drawn on Graph I:d, were found

to /
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to be linear in the later stages of the reaction thus enabling a

value of the ultimate oxygen uptake to be estimated by extra¬

polation to zero rate. This value is expressed in the table below

as a percentage of the total rubrene equivalent of the rubrene

peroxide on the film. In the * runs' where the molar intake was

less than 15,j the rate values were not computable owing to the

small uptakes involved.

The weights of rubrene peroxide are expressed as rubrene

equivalents (H.E. ).

Wt. of peroxide V/t. of Jena glass Time of % Reaction.
No. m*. fcSfctaS

(hra. J

( extraoi

1:15. 1.35 B. 0.2 0.5 15

:16. 1.35 B. 0 1 6

:17. 1.35 B. 0.05 1 8

:1b. 5.35 A. 0.2 2 9

:19. 1.35 B. 0.2 2 33

:20. 1.55 B. 0.2 2 6

:21. 1.35 B. 0.2 2.5 70

:22. 5.35 A. 0.2 3 24

:23. No. 21. reheated— 4 99

:24. 1.35 B. 0.2 7 15

No relation between the time of heating and oxygen uptake is

apparent from the above experiments.

In 'run' the film-previously photo-oxidised in i21. was

heated at 13C°C. for a further 4 hours and then re-irxediatod in

oxygen. It was obaerveu that the filn was very nearly colourless

at the end of die reaction while to begin with, it was a very deep

red /
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red colour.

The extent at' the oxygen uptake in experiments 1:21. and :23.

indicated that the process of intermittent heating might constitute

a simple method of bringing; about a change in the deposited rubrene

to a variety capable of reversible oxidation. It was with this

idea in mind that the following experiment was performed.

Experimental

Hubrene peroxide - 2.54mg. C (R.E.)

Jena glass — 0.2gpu

Oxygen pressure - 50mm.

Illumination - 03ira lamp system.

The film was heated for 2.5 hours at 130UG. and then

irradiated in oxygen. The extrapolated intake, obtained from the

rate curve on Graph Iie:l, was found to be etjiivalenfc to 201 of the

total vailable material. The oxidised film was then removed and

heated at 150°b. for a further five hours. On returning the film

to the apparatus and illuminating in oxygen photo-oxidation then

proceeded according to the rate curve an Graph I:e:2 to the extent

of 15"' of the available material.

It is concluded from this experiment that a second heating may

not necessarily produce more 'oxidisable material' than is formed

during the first heating. In this particular case the amount

obtained was less. At the termination of the second photo-

oxidation the film was once again heated at 150°C., this time

during four hours, and 1he residue analysed spectrographically for

rubrene. The fraction of the peroxide which had decomposed was

only/
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only 15.1. On the assumption that all tlte rubrene formed by the

first heating was photo-oxidised during the first illwnination

(tills is likely as the film became almost colourless), it may be

concluded that the cycle of operations performed have reduced the

efficiency of the decomposition process.

It is interesting to note thai the rate curves on Graph lie

are identical in all respects except for the extrapolated pressure

decrease; see doited line A. Unlike runs Ii21and iY6 where the

forms of the rate curves were markedly different, in this case the

surfaces in the respective experiments xiruat have. been nearly

identical and possibly the same (fractional) section of the surface

has contributed to the oxidation in each case.

The rate curves on Graph Isd, although they are collectively

irreproducible, do indicate tl^at the oxidation proceeds with a

certain degree of exponential character, particularly in the later

stages.

It is apparent that by changing the surface conditions, as in

the previous sections, the complete form of the rate curve or

•oxidation law1 is also altered.

Now that it has been definitely established that rubrene will

photo-oxidi3e to some extent in the solid state even in the absence

of occluded solvent, it is intended to turn attention to oxidations

at very low oxygen pressures. An attei.ipt will be made to test the

reversibility of the reaction through the detection of a •dissocia¬

tion pressure' while tlio generalscheme to elucidate the mechanism

of the photo-oxidation &1H be continued.

The Photo-oxidation of Rubrene at Low Oxygen Pressures /
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The Photo-axidat ion of Rubrene at Low Oxygen Pressures.

The pressure termed •low' implies oxygen pressures of the

order of one to twenty scale divisions or about 0.05 to O.lQmm.

according to the gauge sensitivity.

The absolute oxygen pressure over the film was measured by

allowing oxygen to enter only one side of the guage aixl noting

the gauge pointer deflection.

Experimental

Gauge sensitivity - 0.0055 mm./scale division.

Substrate -0.1 gm. Jena glass.

Depositing solvent - Benzene.

Volume of vessel - 55.8 mis.

Temperature - 21.5°C.

Evacuation - 15 hours with oil and diffusion pumps.

Various films of rubrene sample C. were illuminated in oxygen

and the reaction course followed in the usual maimer. The oxygen

uptakes were small and saturation normally occurred within about

200 minutes depending on the initial pressure. After each low

pressure experiment the pressure was raised to 50rara. of oxygen

and the film re-illuminated. The resulting pressure decrease was

noted. In ail the cases investigated an appreciable uptake

occurred at the higher oressure indicating that the 1 ilms stili

consisted, at least in part, of 'oxidisable* rubrene.
At the termination of each experiment the film residues were

analysed, spectrorraphically, for rubrene. The amount ox rubrene
which reacted with oxygen during the irradiations was calculated
from the total pressure decrease on the assumption R + 0^ =s R0g was

the only reaction, and /
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and the constants of the apparatus and this value cockered to the

analysis figure.

In oruer to investigate reactions at extremely low pressures,

of the order of O.OSnmu, a sickle guage of sensitivity 0.0040 im,/

s.d. was employed. The experimental variables and the analysis

results are reproduced in the table below.

No.
Oxygen Pressure

,Wf fe,
Weight of Rubrene

Me.
$ Reaction

calc.
Analysis

%

1:25. 0.545 1.94 22 24

:26. 0.825 1.94 29 27

:27. 0.825 3.88 32 33

:28. 1.10 1.94 27.5 27

*29. 0.126 4.11 31 29

:3Q. 0.080 4.11 20 -

:31. 0,556 1.53 77 78

:32. 1.183 4.11 65 65

The symbols which will be employed to signify the appropriate

experimental variables are listed "below:

P - The ini tial pressure cf oxygen in tnillimotree of mercury.

dp - The total pressure decrease which occurred when a film
was illuminated at the initial pressure P until the rate
became immeasurably slow. This time was normally about
300 minutes.

The initial rate of oxygen uptake, expressed in milli¬
metres per minute, calculated from the gvjipge pointer
deflection during the first 12.5 minutes of the reaction.
The rate per 12.5 minutes was chosen after trial and
error plots of the rate/n minutes, where n ranged from
5 to 50 minutes. Below 12.5 the form of this curve was
not affected by the rate time increment.

The /
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The actual values of P, AP and R are given in the succeeding
o o

table along with the type of illuminating system employed.

No. P nun. A.P mm.
o Rq iruu/rain. Light Source

IJ 25. 0.545 0.138 0.066 Osraa

:26. 0.825 0.176 0.080 Osrara

*27. 0.825 0.176 0.0545 Osira

:2b. 1.100 0.182 0.0875 Osira

:29. 0.196 0.08 0*053 Osrara

: 30. 0.08 0.04 0.012 Osram

*31. 0.556 0.169 0.0393 Osira

:32. 1.183 0.231 0.088 Osira

Graph Xif shows the dot of P against aP and Graph I*g, that

of P against RQ. The most obvious conclusion from these results
was the apparent non-exi.stence of a finite pressure below which

no photo~oxidation was occiirring. All the drawn curves appeared

to include the origin. If a dissociation pressure of photo-

orMation does exist it is certainly less than 0.04 nau at 21.5°G.
with either light source.

Graph Iig indicates that the rate is a linear function of the

initial oxygen pressure which in turn governs the total uptake.

The constant of proportionality in the former case depends on the

light intensity. Tie light intensity of the beam from the Osram

larao was approximately 4.53 times that from the Cairn as measured by

an ©side coated photocell arrangement.

The spectral distribution of the light emitted from the

Osrara lamp is indicated in the table oelow:

Wavelength A° /



Wavelength A° Relative intensity

UOOO 10

5000 . 30

6000 60

No light above a wavelength of about 560QA.° is effective in

bringing about photo-oxidation, thus, only 40/j of the incident

light could possible contribute to the photo-oxidative process in

the absence of sensitisors. If it is assumed that all this light

is absorbed by the rubrene on the film and all the incident light

from the Osira lamp is also absorbed by the film, then the effective

intensity ratio becomes 1.9:1 (OsramsOsira).
The slopes of the two curves in Graph Iig are in the ratio of

1.4:1, indicating that the rate of photo-oxidation is probably a

linear function of the light intensity. The absolute values of

the rate are difficult to assess owing to the dependence of this

function on the available rubrene concentration. Fran the present

experimental results, however, it is impossible to determine which

one of these variables is independent.

It can be observed frcm the table above that the ratio R

is approximately constant even for a tenfold variation in &P, and as

such, is independent of the initial pressure of oxygen.

Each film after reaction at low pressure was photo-oocidised

further at 50mm. and each film took up more

be assumed at this point that&P^ has any more significance than an
uptake value after a standard time interval. If, for example, aPq
was also some function of a surface variable, such as the formation o

of mechanical imperfections, surface film formation or the

revertion /
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revertion to a slow diffusional process, -then RyiiPj would not
depict a true rate constant.

When the oxygen pressure is increased, after saturation at a

lower value a further uptake of oxygen occurred. This suggested

a type of equilibrium; if for example the oxygen concentration in

a solid solution on the surface was the controlling factor in the

reaction such a state of affairs might result. The other theory

which may explain these results would involve a reaction of very

high order with respect to oxygen concentration.

Experiments were carried out in which the reaction course was
*

followed first at a low pressure then at a slightly higher

pressure and finally at 50am. of oxygen. In all cases more

oxygen reacted at the higher pressure after saturation at the lower

value. The rate at which oxygen was taken up by the film after

elevation of the pressure was lower than during the first illumina¬

tion. This effect was probably due to the effective change in

concentration of the solid phase.

In an actual experiment the pressure was raised to 0.592mm.

an initial value of 0.196mm. after an uptake of 0.08mm. of oxygen

at this pressure. During the second illumination the pressure

decrease observed was 0.04mm.. The value of aP at 0.392irmu may
o

be estimated from Graph I:f as 0.115mm.. The sum of thefPQ values
at the two pressures was 0.12mm., indicating that the 'proportion¬

ality* between P andfiP still exists if
Q

film is taken into account.

In/
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In the table below, which summarises the results of similar

experiments, (pPo)calc. symbolises the value ofat the higher
pressure which was obtained from Graph I :f,

Lower Higher
Pressure Pressure ,

No, P &PQ P {(PQ)low + ^Po)high} ^P0)calc.
1:33. 0.08 0.04 0.804 0.100 0.14 0.19

:34. 0.196 0.08 0.392 0.04 0.12 0.115

:35. 0.545 0.138 0.688 0.011 0.149 0.16

The mathematical form of the individual curves at low

could not be deduced owing to the low magnitudes of the pressure

decreases involved.

It is difficult to visualise the mechanism which will explain

all the experimental data without introducing the concept of a

diffusional process. The values of P,&Po and Rq have, however,
provided a useful basis for a mechanism for the solid state photo-

oxidation of rubrene under these conditions.

In one experiment the pressure was lowered after reaction at

0,825mm, • No further intake of oxygen was observed over a period

of 200 minutes; neither was an decrease of pressure observed.

It was now intended to investigate more fully the effect of

changing oxygen pressure on the oxidation at higher absolute oxygen

pressures in the range 5 - 100mm., It was also hoped to gain

competent evidence which will settle whether or not either whole or

part of the reaction rate is determined by a diffusional process.

The Effect of Varying Oxygen Pressure on the Photo-oxidation of
Rubrene /
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The Effect of Varying Oxygen Pressure on 1he

Photo-oxidation of Rubrene

The observation, made at low pressures, that the amount of

reaction vhich occurs and hence the rate of oxidation, depends

directly on the oxygen pressure, allowed many possible conclusions

and attracted divers propositions. It was now intended to dis¬

cover whether or not this effect continued to operate at high

oxygen pressures.

Experimental

Films of rubrene on Jena glass were prepared in the usual

manner and after transference to the apparatus, were evacuated for

a standard time. A known pressure of oxygen was then allowed into

the reaction space. The pressure changes were recorded at known

intervals until a substantial portion of a rate curve could be

drawn. The light beam was now interrupted and the oxygen pressure

altered through the tap T^» After the attainment of tliermal
equilibrium the film was again irradiated. This operation could

be carried out three or four times during one •run1. It was

particularly desired to study ihe initial rapid stage of the

reaction, so gauge pointer readings vrere recorded as often as was

practicable over the first twenty minutes of the experiment.

Gauge Sensitivity - 0.055ram./s.d.
Vessel Volume - 55.8 mis.

Illumination - Osira lamp system.

A film of 4.llmg. rubrene, which was deposited on to 0.2gm.
of Jena glass from a benzene solution, was first illuminated at

1.18mm. (P1) oxygen pressure. After 65 minutes the pressure was

raised /
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raised to 9.5mm. (Pg) and the film re-irradiated for a further
55 minutes. The pressure was subsequently raised and the film

illuminated at 30 mm. (P^) and at 100 mm. (P^). The rate curves
which were obtained at the various pressures are drawn in Graph

I:h. The actual values of the rate, expressed as scale divisions

per 5 minutes (Rg)» at particular stages of the reaction as
measured by the total pressure change (ftp), are given below:

2a
P2

A P
P3

A p
P4

AP h
0.58 1.05 5.25 2.10 14.70 1.35 21.53 1.25

1.39 0.68 7.10 1.60 15.90 1.10 22.68 1.06

2.01 0.55 8.40 1.00 16.83 0.75 23.56 0.71

2.48 0.41 9.32 0.83 17.55 0.70 24.26 0.68

2.84 0.31 10.12 0.77 18.20 0.60 24.88 0.55

3.14 0.28 10.82 0.64 18.78 0.55 25.38 0.45

3.40 0.23 11.47 0.66 19.32 0.53 25.82 0.43

3.61 0.19
*

12.10 0.60 19.79 0.42 26.22 0.37

3.80 0.20 12.69 0.58 20.20 0.40 26.56 0.32

3.96 0.12 13.23 0.51 20.55 0.29 27.04 0.33

4.07 0.10 13.74 0.50 20.82 0.26 27.17 0.25

4.17 0.09 27.45 0.30

4.25 0.07

It is concluded from Graph I:h that the rate curves are at

least partly linear within the limits of the experimental error.

At 'F* the film was removed from the apparatus and analysed for

rubrene. The amount of rubrene that had reacted was 65,1> of the

total concentration while the value calculated from the total

pressure /
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pressure decrease and the constants of the apparatus was 65.5,3 on

the assumption of a unit molar uptake. It can therefore be con¬

cluded that one mole of oxygen has combined with one mole of

rubrene during the reaction.

As they stand the rate curves in Graph I :h are not easily

compared with one another. If the reaction (corresponding to the

final portions of the rate curves) is truly unimolecular then the

rate will depend on the concentration of reactive material on the

surface and this factor has been varied from one pressure to

another. The plot of (&P00 - Ap) against the rate, where is
the extrapolated uptake of oxygen at zero rate at a particular

pressure, should result in the oxygen pressure being the only

variable. Such a plot is shown on Graph I:i.

Again the reaction appears to be two stage and apparently

neither of the rate constants are markedly pressure dependent.

The rate constant for the reaction at the lowest oxygen pressure

seans to exceed that at 10 mm. This observation is puzzling but

may be due to only the faster stage occurring at the lower pressure.

This postulate would necessitate the rate being limited by the

surface concentration of oxygen.

One other method of clarifying the relation between the rate

and the oxygen pressure is depicted on Figure 4., where the 'rate

per molecule of reactant', or R^Ap, is plotted against &p. This
method eliminates the assumption of an extrapolated uptake. It

can be observed from this curve -that the reaction proceeds in an

identical manner regardless of the pressure, apart from the fact

that the respective rate curves are displaced along the p-axis.

The /
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The results have indicated therefore that an increase of pressure

over a film of rubrene effectively increases the amount of rubrene

available for reaction with oxygen.

Similar 'runs* in which the absolute oxygen pressure over the

film was varied in different graded steps during the course of the

reaction were carried out. The rates, expressed as scale divisions

per 'n* minutes where *n' depended on the reactivity of the film

under examination, are quoted at their respective pressure decrease

values in the following tables.

Experiment 1:55.

Y/eight of rubrene 1.94 mg.

Vessel volume 55.8 mis.

Pj 10. 5mm. P219. 9mm. P? 50 mm. P. 100m.
4

AP JL Ap A AP A Ap A
0.88 1.75 4.35 0.71 7.19 0.78 10.06 0.32

2.17 0.83 5.11 0.75 7.85 0.53 11.54 0.12

2.88 0.56 5.73 0.54 8.36 0.49 12.16 0.09

2.54 • 0«&L 6.40 0.39 8.88 0.45 12.50 0.07

2.70 0.30 6.54 0.30 9.22 0.34

9.50 0.22

9.70 0.18

9.84 0.10

Experiment 1:56.

Weight of rubrene 4.11 mg.

Vessel volume xT*eo7>x 84.0 mis.

P2 /
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P^:0.40 mm.

The small uptake combined with the

very low value of the rate only

allowed an estimation of the total

uptake and not a reproduction of

the pressure-time curve.

Pg (lQmuu) P„( 50ram. )
AP ho AP R2o

4.20 2.60 11.0 0.50

6.10 1.20 11.55 0.35

7.15 0.90 12.00 0.40

7.90 0.59 12.35 0.30

8.40 0.42 12.65 0.29

8.81 0.40 12.90 0.22

S.20 0.38

9.54 0.31

nbcperiment 1:57.

Weight of rubrene

Volume of vessel

P_ (10mm.) P0 (SSraii.)
A &
AP ho AP ho

2.60 5.19 10.75 C.90

5.SO 1.81 11.55 0.70

7.55 1.10 12.20 G.60

8.54 0.88 12.73 C.45

9.29 0.62 13.18 C.45

9.80 0.41 13.10 0.40

10.16 0.29 13.82 0.25

14.25 0.20

Experiment 1:58,

Weight of rubrene

Vessel volume

(lOmm. ) P, /

4.11 mg.

84.0 mis.

Pg (lOOsiro.)

The small uptake combined

with thermostatic fluctuations

only allowed an estimation of

the total uptake and not a

reproduction of the pressure-

time curve, at 100 mm.

4.11 rag.

55.B mis.
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(lOnnu) P- P„ (50nm.)

ap ap

0.58 1.13 4.40 0.60

1.52 0.78 4.90 0,39

2.12 0.43 5.24 0.31

2.52 0.35 5.55 0.31

2.84 0.31 6.15 0.28

3.12 0.23 6.20 0.22

3.32 0.18 6.35 , 0.77

3.49 0.16 6.56 0.17

3.64 0.13 0.73 0.16

3.75 0.09 6.90 0.18

3.83 0.09

3.91 0.06

3.97 0.05

The analysis results anl the extrapolated uptakes from the

above experiments are listed in the table below

Graph /
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ir
Graphs? Reaction(calc.) Analysis, >

Oxygen Pressure
ram.

Extrapolated
Uptake %

34

65 65.5

1.18

10

30

100

10.7

48

56

70

35

58 54

10

20

50

10J

19.8

32.7

45.0

61.6

36

31 30

0.4

10

50

7

27

33

37

25 27

10

28

100

11

23.5

25

38

15.2 14.8

10

50

9.0

16.8

She variation of the extrapolated uptakes, expressed as

percentages of the total surface concentration, with the absolute

oxygen pressure is indicated in Graph I: j. It has been observed

throughout this work that el though a film may react to the extant

of say 60 - 70 >, another, apparently prepared in exactly the same

manner with the same sample of rubrene and substrate, might react

to only 15; * As a consequence of this inherent irreproducifeility

no importance has been attached to actual weight of rubrene

deposited on to the film. In other words the amount of axidisable

material on the surface is purely determined by that specific

surface.

Tjj /
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In •runs' 1:37 and :38 where the films were relatively

uncreactive the plot of the extrapolated uptake against oxygen

pressure indicated that these factors might he related by the

equation:

fa Reaction m a.P/1 + b.P ——— ■—( 3)

where a and b are constants for a particular film. The rate

curves for these reactions were exactly linear over the complete

range.

The effect of increasing the oxygen pressure during a reaction
I

has now been investigated but prior to theorising further on the

results, it was decided tc investigate the reverse effect, i.e.,

to study the variations in rate vhich might occur when the oxygen

pressure be reduced during the course of a reaction.

Experimental:

Gauge sensitivity 0.055 mm./ s.d.

Vessel volume 55.8 mis.

Weight of rubrene 4.11 mg.

Substrate Jena glass, Q.2gm.

A film was prepared and evacuated for 15 hours with the oil

and diffusion pumps. The photo-oxidation was carried out in 50ram.

of caygen until the rate of uptake of oxygen dropped to about 0.5

scale divisions per 10 minutes. At this stage the light was

extinguished and the pressure reduced to 25mm. by evacuation.

to enable a portion of the rate curve at this pressure to be drawn.

The final stage, therefore, before the analysis, consisted of re-

illuminating the 50mm. oxygen for a short time.

The /
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She actual results as plotted on Graph I :k are given below.

An s.d. Rate/lOmins. A-d s.d. Rate/lOmins,

2.5 4.50 8.80 0.16

5.1 1.20 9.15 0,12

6.06 0.72 S.38 0.07

6.71 0.58 9.53 0.05

7.24 0.49 Increased to 50 mm.

7.67 0.38 9.80 0.10

8.03 0.34

8.55 0.30

Reduced to 25 ram.

Once the oxidation lias apparently commenced to tend towards

a definiie limit and the absolute oxygen pressure is reduced and

the film instantly re-illuminated, the reaction still occurs at

a measurable rate.

The rate and the extrapolated limit thus falls off at lower

pressures as expected, although the extrapolated value at 25 mm.

was not, \inder these conditions, markedly different from that at

50mm.

The Variation of the Rate of Photo-oxidation of Rubxene /I ■ ■ I ■ I Ml nil , ■■ lHi 9
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The Variation of the Rate of Photo-oxidation of Rubrene

with the Absolute Pressure of Oxygen.

The experiments described in this section were conceived as a

result of the series of observations which have been wade throughout

this section. One of the main difficulties in the interpretation

of the past results has been, the inability to determine accurately

the true feirs of the rate curve. This difficulty has been due, in

the main, to the difference in the order of the rate of uptake of

oxygen in the initial and. final stages of the reaction. The

following method was unambiguous and independent of the law or laws

governing the photo-oxidation.

Experimental;

Gauge sensitivity 0.0038 mm./s.d.

Vessel volume 85.7 mis.

Ten^erature 21.5°C.
Weight of rubrene 4.11 mg.

Substrate 0.2 0a.

The film was evacuated for 15 hours and illuminated in an

oxygen pressure of 50mm. of mercury. Readings of the gauge pointer

deflection were recorded every minute until a few points on the

rate curve were obtained. The pressure was then reduced to 10mm.

and further readings taken every minute. At this stage the

pressure was again raised to 50ram. and the original curve continue

By now, the rate of pressure change was rather slow but in order

to counteract this effect the 'rate interval' was proportionately

increased during subsequent illuminations. Various pressure

reductions and increases were effected although after each change

the pressure was brought back to SQram. and the standard curve

continued. /
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continued. As little as possible of the reaction was carried out

at any pressure other than SOtnm. The plot of the rate, expressed

in scale divisions per minute, against the total change in pressure

that occurred up to that -point is shown in Graph Ii£. The actual

results obtained in cne experiment were as follows:

An Rate Rate

0.50 0.99 7.26 0.072 (a) Decreased pressure to 10mm.

1.54 0.71 7.86 0.048

1.79 0.58 8.26 0.032 (b) Increased pressure to 50mm.

2.50 0.45 8.45 0.026

2.92 0.37 («) (c) Decreased pressure to 25mm.

(a) 9.25 0.045

5.24 0.28 (*) (d) Increase! pressure to SOtsm.

3.48 0.20 2.92 0.025

3.67 0.17 10.03 0.015 (e) Increased pressure to 150.3m.

3.81 0.12 10.16 0.011

(*) 10.28 0.010 (f) Decreased pressure to 50mm.

4.05 0.50 10.56 0.009

4.32 0.25

4.57 0.24 •

4.79 0.20 -

4.99 0.20

5.17 0.16

5.32 0.14

5.45 0.13

(«)

6.50 0.045

(a)
A/
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A detailed examination of the rate curve on Graph 1:1 yielded

values for the rates, at the various pressures, relative to the

rate at 5Qn®u on the same concentration co-ordinate. Similar

experiments were carried out under- the same conditions but at

different pressures. Graph Irm shows a plot of relative rate

against oxygen pressure while the final results are tabulated

below:

Wo. Relative rate Oxygen Pressure (nra. )

39 0.327 10

0.50 25

2.25 150

40 0.266 10

1.57 100

41 0.1 5

The curve on Graph Ian is drawn from the equation:

(Relative) Rate of Reaction = 2.4 x 10"^ Pq^/I ♦ 4.0 x 10"°P02—(4)
where R0jis the pressure (ram.) of oxygen over the film. When i^is
small the rate is proportional to the pressure. The theoretical

straight line is drawn in the diagram. It can be seen that the

rate is virtually proportional to the pressure below 25mm.

Typifying the unpredictability of the type of surface involved
in this series of experiments was the following fortuitous result:

i*

Wei^it cf Subrene 4.11 mg.

Vessel volume ^ ra^s*

Weight cf substrate SFi*

Illumination Csira li^t ^stem.
The /
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The film was first illuminated at 10mm. oxygen pressure for

one hour after which the pressure was raised to 4Qmrn. The plot

of the rate, expressed as scale divisions per 10 minutes, against

the pressure change is shovm in Graph I in and the actual results
-

are tabidated below. After 100 minutes the pressure was raised to

lOOmnu and the film illuminated for a further 75 minutes. At this

stage the film was left in darkness in 100mm. of oxygen and then

re-illuminated. No further pressure decreased was observed. The

film was then analysed for rubrene and 37.5^ of the initial amount

was found to have disappeared. The extent of the reaction as

calculated from the pressure decreased was 35;''.

P1 (ICtaifl. ) P2 (40mm.) Pg (100mm.)
AP Jk AP TL

lo AP ho

3.50 1.18 7.80 1.51 13.50 0.87

4.75 0.92 9.10 0.88 14.35 0.53

3.70 0.78 9.99 0.66 14.90 0.40

3.50 0.69 10.65 0.55 15.30 0.28

7.20 0.62 11.20 0.50 15.60 0.20

11.70 0.50

12.15 0.38

12.55 0.37

12.89 0.32

13.20 0.50

It is apparent from the rate curves that the extrapolated

uptakes at 100mm. and. 40am. are identical; and the results at 10mm.,

where /
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where extrapolation is uncertain, are not in opposition to this

conclusion. The plot of the relative rate of reaction at the

throe pressures, as extracted from this Graph by calculating the

ratios ^4c/^~4o (and along the ordinate A, is

shorn in Graph I to. This curve indicates that the relative rate

in -litis case was virtually proportional to the oxygen pressure

over the examined range. Another example of this type was never

encounter«d during the course of tite work.

t

Investigations on the Thermal and Photochemical Reversibility /

/
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Investigations on the Thermal and ^otochemicaj. Reversibility

of the Oxidation at Room Temperature.

Mary experiments were carried out in which the illumination

was interrupted and the film evacuated at lO^ratn. Hg. (McLeod) for

varying times up to 30 hours. It was hoped to detect thermal

reversibility by noticing an increased r ate of photo-oxidation wiien

the film was re-irradiated in oxygen. No such increase was

apparent.

Similar experiments were attempted where during the course of

a photo-oxidation at 50ni.fi. oxygen the film was evacuated while the

illumination was continued. In this way it was hoped to determine

whether or not the reaction was photochemically reversible by

observing any change in rate which might occur when the film was

re-illuminated in oxygen. No change in rate could be detected.

In one experiment a film was allowed to react in oxygen until

the rate became imneasurably slow. The film was then evacuated
-4

at 10 mm. Hg. for 60 hours whilst being constantly illuminated.

On introducing SOrnn. of ocygen no further reaction was detected.

The resulting analysis of the film residue provided a value for

the percent reaction which was in agreement with the value
I

calculated from the original pressure change.

It was by no means impossible that, under the conditions of

the experiments described in this section, the peroxide product

itself might he attacked by cxygen or might rearrange in the

presence of cocygen, la order to clear up this point a film of

the pure peroxide was irradiated in 50nrn. of oxygen. No resultant

pressure /
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pressure change was observed over a period of 150 minutes. No

change of oolour was detected in the film residue.

Before completing this work on the photo-oxidation of rubrene

an attempt was made to oxidise a sample of pure crystalline rubrene,

deposited in the form of a film, not from a solution but as a slurry

in a very small amount of solvent.

Sxpcrirasntal:

Weight of Rubrene 11.92 mg.

Weight of Jena glass 0.1 gpu

Gauge Sensitivity 0.004 aia./s.d.

Vessel Volume 51.0 mis.

Oxygen Pressure 49.0 aim.

Temperature 21.5°C.
The film was prepared "by adding 2 rals. of distilled benzene

to the vessel containing an intimate mixture of rubrene crystals

and Jena glass and rotating the whole gently while pumping off

the benzene at 40°C. The vessel was then transferred to the

apparatus in darkness and after evacuating the system for 15 hours
-4

at 10 mm. was illuminated with the Gsira lamp set up.

The value of the pressure decrease at various times is

given in the following table as Ap scale divisions:

Time /
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Time
(hins. ) J«JL

Time

( Mins. ) k V

Time
(Mins.) At

0 0 1 uv 2 2.5

5.5 2.9 5 5.7 7.5 4.5

10.5 4.8 14 5.4 20 6.0

25 6.7 30 6.9 36 7.6

40 7.8 45 7.9 50 8.2

55 8.6 62.5 8.7 67 8.8

71.5 8.9 78.5 9.5 85 9.7

90 9.8 103 10.1 140 11.1

183 11.8 200 11.8 214 11.9

260 12.7 320 13.0 400 . 13.9

422 14.1 465 14.8 565 15.7

605 16.0 650 16.9 700 17.1

765 17.7 1770 22.0 2040 22.1

2160 22.8 f

At (A) the film was left in darkness and in 50mm. Of G3

overnight and then reilluminated.

The plot of reciprocal rate against time is shown in Graph Itp

from v/liioh it may be concluded that the experimental values c£ time

and pressure change are related by an equation of the type shown

in Equation (l). The total nressure decrease corresponded to a

13rt utilisation of the available rubrene.

It was not possible to fit a double exponential to these

results but the log plots of functions involving the estimated

value of the final uptake Ap^ did not exclude a multistage process.
The rate of the initial stage was, however, too fast competed with

the i mal stage to enable the constants to be calculated accurately®

Throughout /
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Throughout this seotion -the importance of the solvent and

the mode of deposition of the rubrene film have been eirrphasised.

Rubrene crystals, dried and ground, when placed in an cxvgen

atmosphere in the reaction vessel produced no pressure decrease

on illumination. On adding a little solvent to wet the crystals

intimately mixed with Jena glass and subsequently drying the

crystals 'in vacuo* and in the dark resulted in the formation of

a photo-oxidisable film. Solvent is thus necessary to bring

about the photo-oxidation.

The exact role of the solvent is not clear- but experiments

on films degassed at 1S0°C. have indicated that solvent is

probably not involved in the oxidation stage. In the presence of

Jena glass the lubrene film may be deposited in such a manner, i.e.,

as a solid solution or part crystal with many surface irregularities,

as to render it oxidisable.

Slow Gaseous diffusion as a Rate Controlling Factor /
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Slow Caseous diffusion as a Rate Cantrolllnp Factor

A series of experiments were carried out in wfeLoh the film

was left in an oxygen atmosphere for long periods of time before

being illurinated. This operation did not result in ary marked

change in the form of the pressure-tine curve. Some films were

•soaked* in oxygen after or during the reaction and no apparent

change in the fona of the rate curve was observed on re-illunination.

It would therefore follow that a slow gas diffusion process was

not a rate determining factor in the reaction. iha possibility

exists, however, that diffusional channels may only be produced

on irradiation car the film in which case these experiments could

not be expected to detect any change.

Similar experiments to the ones described above but employing

air were performed. Again no dark reaction was detected.
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The Photo-oxidation of Rubreno

Discussion of the Results

Absorption spectra and melting point determinations have

indicated that apart frcm samples A and B, which were not chrcmato-

graphed, the rubrene samples employed were not demonstratively

impure. Repeated analyses of the film residues sex-ved to pxove

that the samples under question contained no appreciable impurity

which was axi&isable under the experimental conditions. Owing

to the relative solubilities of the peroxide and the hydrocarbon

in the crystallising solvent it is doubtful whether the process of

recrystallisation removed peroxide impurity from the rubrene (55).

Experiments indicated, lsovwver, that no pressure decrease occurs

when a film of the peroxide is Illuminated in oxygen. Thus small

quantities of the peroxide, i.e., 1 - 2$, as impurity in the

rubrene samples would not affect the final result of the photo-

oxidation.

The magnitudes of the total oxygen uptakes by rubrene on
,

thallous bromide crystals never approached the values obtained

using a Jena glass substrate. This was the case regardless of the

nature of the depositing solvent. It would appear that thallous

bromide in this form did not ohoto-sensitise the oxidation of

rubrene either at low or at high oxygen pressures. It is possible

that the organic depositing solvents liad some effeot on the

crystalline piupertlea of the thallous bromide or alternatively

that the thallous bromide crystals affected the precipitate on of

'photo-oxidisable1 rubrene. On the other hand there is no evidence

to show that the relative energies of the excited and coi>ductance

bands /
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bands of trie adsorbuie and substrate should permit electron

transfer in feis case.

When Jem gL&ss was the substrate the initial experiments, in

which acetone was used as the depositing solvent, the oxygen up¬

takes were small. Jith bencenc as advent, however, the uptakes

were larger although irre producible. It is not thought that this

fact has any more signlfioance than that the mere polar acetone

molecule will 'be much more strongly bound than benzene to the

surface of the glass and to rubrene. The acetone will thus con¬

taminate the surib.ee to a greater extent or simply tend to deposit

the rubrene in a maimer which fenders it less accessible to the

oxygen.

The magnitudes of the oxygen uptakes have b~en very erratic,

varying from 10 - 65; of fee total available rubrene on fee

surface, suggesting that the form of tiie surface was quite

irreproduoible and that mechanical imperfections might have played

a big part in determining the rate end amount of oxygen upteteen.

The experimental observations that the pressure change over a

film of rubrene varies with time according tc the equation:

Ap a A.Log10 (Bt + l) It(l)
m fe# Constant c"A* Ap — —— I:(2>

may be explained on the basis of film formation on the surface.

Such a law has been found to govern the oxidation of a few metals

and the theories that have been evolved are based on the concept

of pores, cracks and blisters of the oxide cm the metal surface

(54. 36). The appropriate relationship may be arrived at by

assuming that blisters, which are impermeable to oxygen molecules,

are /



are formed on the surface and that the free surface area available

for the trapping of oxygen molecules is greatly reduced as a

consequence of the inability of ions to diffuse across the internal

blister space. In such a process die rate of film thickening is

necessarily determined by the rate of diffusion of ions through

the oxide layer and is further limited by the area of metal-oxide

contact.

It is difficult to visualise how a similar mechanism be

applicable to the oxidation of non-ionic organic crystals, as, in

this case it is unlikely that the •normal* molecules in the crystal

lattice would be subject to this type of mobility# It is more

likely in the case of rubrene films on Jena glass tiiat the oxidation

of the surface layers produces a thin film of peroxide which is

impermeable to oxygen and which protects the lower layers from

oxidation. In this way the rate of formation of the surface film

will be the- competing step and thus cause sudden saturation of the

pressure-time curves.

If the oily rate determining stage in the oxidation, is a

solid diffusions! process then the rate of the reaction will be

independent of the surface oxygen concentration when the number

of oxygen molecules on the surface is large oompated to the number

of reactive sites at any time. It would be expected that this

condition would be in operation down to quite low pressures, say

1-5 ram. .

The experimental results indicate that the rate of the re¬

action is proportional to the surface concentration of oxygen,

[02] „ro where this factor is given by the equations
°2/
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[°2] 4*» = * h"P « 51
where P is the oxygen pressure over the film and. a and b are

constants. This is in accordance with the Longmuir ♦isotherm*.

In one or two other experiments, however, the rate of reaction, i.e.

the rate of uptake of oxygen, appeared to be independent of the

oxygen pressure over the film, a fact that would indicate that all

film preparations did not oxidise in tlie same manner or follow the

sane la.*.', Owing to the uncertain manner of film preparation it

is net unlikely that mechanical imperfections may have only been

formed in isolated cases. The only alternative oxidation law

which will fit the experimental results is that involving a multi-

exponential process, i.e., two or more unimoleeular reactions

occurring oimultareously at different specific rates. Such is the

case, of course, at high cocygen pressures when the oxygen pressure

does not change appreciably during a reaction.

If the rata of the reaction is proportional tc the concentra¬

tion of adsorbed oxygen then the migration of oxygen to reactive

positions most be a control ling factor. The other factor which

determines the rate at cry time is the concentration of available

reactive rubrerie on the surface at apy time, which is governed "by

the light intensity.

Although the reaction consists of a series of simultaneous

stages, if they are all unimolecular, the actual process of photo-

oxidation may be treated as a pseudo—unimolecular reation; the

separate rate constants being attributed to various distinct

surface properties. These properties are randomly determined by

the /
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the method of deposition.

Thus it is possible to writet

Rate. V[°2]«^. D-l!<2)
vjher. iij a -D.I: (3)

where ^ is the amount of lifht absorbed. By analog/ with previous
work in solution (21) this factor will be taken as being propor¬

tional to the first power of the rubrene concentration; i.e.,

kg.^ a k^. [rabx«aej ——— D.I:(4-)
The combination of the above equations and substitution from

*

equation (l) D.I: yields:

Rate « a.kJ.l^.[R] Pq2 A + b. ?o2 D.I:(5)
The analysis figures indioate that the factor [R]; the xnbvene

concentration, nay be cxtfisidered as equivalent to (hp -hp ) at

airy time, where dp and Ap liave Hie 11. ilftfMHMij described in theoo

text. It nay therefore be concluded that:

- -jf- -MftPoo-»p). Po2 /1+b- po2~S-I!(6>at

where the constant A is surface dependent and has two or more

discrete values for any one film.

The surface sensitivity of the reaction provides a useful

basis for the elucidation of the mechanism of the phcto-oxidation

as the proposed scheme will have to explain this fact above any

other.

The absorption of light by a crystal of the rubrene type will

result in the formation of an electron and a positive hole which

in the absence of trapping impurities will drift to the surface as

an 'exciton'. This energy may be utilised by the surface molecules

in/
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in a variety of ways.

The primary stage is effectively the absorption of light to

produce an excited (singlet) molecule T?* on the surface;

R + h.v R* (a)

This molecule may lose its excess energy as light (singlet-

singlet fluoresce!!ce, b.) or by internal degradation (c).

Rs * II + h.v — (b)

11* »■ H (c)

On the other hand this molecule may lose part of its excess energy

resulting in the attainment of the triplet state of the molecule.

This process may be visualised as occurring in various ways; the

first is shown in equation (d) where collision between excited and

unexciled molecules results in the optimum conversion:

H* + R — R1 + R+light or heat — (d)

where depicts the long-lived triplet state of rubrsre. At this

stage the molecule must undergo radical changes in spatial confi¬

guration end as such a conversion may bo strongly opposed by

neighbouring molecules imediate deactivation (o) will bo probable:

R1 R (•)
I

The next stage is postulated to involve hie reversible

combination of this long-lived ulradical with oxygen to form an

unstable peroxide RO* (f):
———- (f) and (g)

It is connected that the unstable peroxide may still contain

the spatial configuration of diradicetl and thus may decompose readily

into oxygen and rubrene, the reaction (g), requiring a very low

activation /
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activation energy. Finally, irreversible stabilisation may occur

as indicated by equation (h):
*• ROg + energy — ———- (h)

If the stage (h) is vexy rapid, at no time should a very large

concentration of RO* be allowed to build up. Further, the

dissociation pressure of oxygen will be determined by theequilibrium

constant of the reaction (h), if the solid phases are not in unit

activity states.

An examination, of this mechanism under steady state conditions

results in the following equation for the rate of" decrease of

oxygen pressure:

- d °S iMifefcM' . [%1 " [°f L (7)
dt 1 + a. [rJ 1 + [02]7c

where |o„] is iiie gre pressure of oxygen and [o^] ( the dissociation
pressure of oxygen, The constants have the following values:-

a - k'\*
h = Vfce
e = Vk/k.(l, * V

Although it would not be possible to detect the reversible

oxidation, stags by pressure measurement, over the non-pure

crystalline deposit, a study sf the photoconductivity of anthracene

has provided useful evidence in favour of such a scheme.

The photoconductivity in the surface layers of anthracene

crystals has been found to increase considerably over its vacuum

level when it is measured in the presence of air or oxygen (55).

The increased photoourrent is attributed to the photo-oxidation

of the surface, both light and air being necessary to produce the
effect /
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effect. The reBults could only *>© explained by postulating a

two stage process for the formation of the surface oxide. The

intermediate step involved a highly unstable peroxide while the

product was believed to be the transarmular peroxide. These

authors (55) consider that this stable peroxide nay slowly

dissociate into oxygen and the parent hydrocarbon, which seems, tc

the writer, to be an. invalid assumption quite contrary to the results

of Dufraisse on the decomposition of anthracene photo-oxide (56).
It also seems remarkable that the destruction of the conjugated

double bond system in anthracene should result in an increase in

the mobility of the current carriers.

Several workers have reported that oxygen quenches the

fluorescence of anthracene and other lydrocafbona but that the

fluorescence returns when the oxygen is pumped out of the system or

replaced by nitrogen. As this effect is not caused by dark oxygen

absorption it is believed that an unstable peroxide is formed (57.56)
As far as the effects of variations of oygen pressure and

probably absorbed light intensity, experimentally measured as
*

pressure change, are; concerned the deducted formula is in accord

with experiment; on the assumption that the reaction is uni-

aolecuJar. The factor a.li/l + aR, however, presents a problem.

In order that this cancel out of the kinetic equation the ratio

k^/k,. + kc must be large in oontnarison with unity. The majority
of the molecules which absorb light must then eventually arrive in

the triplet energy state; they may subsequently react with oxygen

or degrade to normal rubrene. In other words the efficiency of

fluorescence, in the oxidisable material, must be very low, the

fluorescence /
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fluorescence being 'quenched' by frequent collisions of excited

with unaxcited molecules or with oxygen.

It is now considered opportune to mention the result of some

visual observations on reacted and unreacted films. After reaction

with oxygen, #xen only uncreqctive rubrene remained, the films were
'

yellow in colour until solvent was added to the film residue when

the red colour of unreacted rubrene was again evident. Before
-

reaction the films appeared red in varying degrees. The 'redness*

of the surface enabled an approximate value of the oxygen uptake

to be estimated; a very red film reacted to a greater extent than

a slightly red film. Very often films were prepared which only

reacted to about &}Z and such films appeared yellow. As the colour

of the fluorescence of rubrene is yellow it seems reasonable to

conclude from the above observations that highly fluorescent

rubrene was not capable of reaction with oxygen under the experi¬

mental conditions. It is suggested that the yellow parts of the

film constituted the pure crystalline material while the red areas

consisted of rubrene deposited by the solvent in a manner which

rendered it reactive. The rubrene in the latter state was

probably in solid solution.

The fluorescence of many adsorbed dyestuffs is quenched by

oxygen at low pressure (59). Such a process may be occurring in

this case although it is unlikely that it will affect the actual

photo-oxidation rate. No general simple relation between the \
quenching efficiency of oxygen end rate of photo-oxidation exists

and the quenching process probably only involves the formation of

unstable intermediates which are able to convert the electronic

energy by internal conversion Into thermal energy (60).
It/
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It is now the intention to represent the photo-oxidation of

rubrene in a pictorial manner in order to lend some significance to
.

the postulated intermediates. Rubrene (a) absorbs a light quantum
-

to produce the molecule (B) which is capable of fluorescence.
-8

This molecule will have a lifetime of about 10 seconds and will

be slightly distorted.

(A) (B)
Within its lifetime (B) will collide with a neighbouring mole¬

cule resulting in the formation of the diradical with a corres¬

ponding loss in energy. This energy loss is accompanied by a

configurations! change and the molecule (C) results. (C) may

degrade to rubrene or combine with oxygen to fore the unstable

peroxide (D) which is pictorially represented below.

>6=oi

PW

PK

The unstable (D) rapidly reverts into the stable oxide (E),
this process involving a further change in the spatial arrangement

and the peroxide (E) isof the atoms. This change is p

probably stabilised by the surface

(E)

Ph. ph
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Tills mechanism emphasises one of the main features of poly-

nuclear hydrocarbon oxidation; i.e., the necessity for a strongly

raesoraeric structure which can still exist, after bond rupture, by

virtue of its resonance energy (61).

How does -the mechanism, as just described, fit in with the

results at low oxygen pressures? No pressure below which oxida¬

tion would not occur was detected. The high instability of the

peroxide intermediate combined with its ease of stabilisation in

the direction of configuration rather than decomposition and the

very slight difference in structure between the diradical and the

excited peroxide would suggest that the activation energies of the

forward and reverse stages (k^ and k^) be markedly different, in
which case the standard free energy of formation of oxygen from

the peroxide will be large. Assuming this is about 10Kg.cals./

mole at 25°C., for example, then the corresponding equilibrium

pressure of oxygen would be:

[°2]e ■ 760.e"10*000^*1 « 3.4 x 10~5 mm. Hg.
Such a dissociation pressure would not be detectable with the

apparatus employed.

On the other hand if the rubrene is in solid solution the

rate expression would become complicated with terms involving the

molar fractions of the solid phases.

Again on the basis of a solid solution the variations of total

uptake of oxygen with absolute oxygen pressure might be explained.

At the lowest pressure oxygen dissolves in the solution until the

attainment of solution equilibrium, in the dark. The film is then

illuminated and the oxidation proceeds until chemical equilibrium

is /
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is reached; the position of the chemical equilibrium is governed

by -fiie concentration of oxygen in the solution which is in turn

determined by the gas pressure. On increasing the pressure the

oxygen concentration and hence the position of equilibrium is

altered thus more reaction occurs. The position of the photo¬

chemical equilibrium will depend on other factors including the

li^it intensity, which is in accord with experiment. The fact

that little variation in rate, apart from that casued by the 1 change

in concentration of reactive material, brou^it about by changes in

oxygen pressure, was observed when the pressure was less than 1 ran,

suggests that the rate of dissolution of oxygen in the solid

solution might here have been a determining stage. At higher

pressures, when the solution is saturated with oxygen, no such

effect should be detectable,

A reduction of the oxygen pressure after a period of oxidation

at a particular pressure did not cause any pressure increase on

irradiation at the new pressure. This fact supports the content ion

of a two stage process involving a stable and an unstable peroxide

being responsible for the apparent absence of reversibility.

The mechanism of the photo-oxidation of rubrene will be

discussed further at the end of Section IV following a knowledge

of the energetics of the decomposition of the peroxide.
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EXPERIMENTAL SECTION II.

The Thermal Decomposition of Thin Films of

Rubrene Peroxide on Jena Glass.

'In vacuo'.

Experimental Procedure

The films were prepared by evaporating a measured quantity of

a standard solution of the peroxide on to a known weight of Jena

glass. The amount of glass was chosen in order that the oondi'

would be comparable with photo formation experiments. The vessel,

containing the film on one internal hemispherical surface, was then

transferred to the apparatus end pumped for a standard time (15

at 10"^rnm. Hg. (McLeod gauge) at normal temperature. The furnace

was arranged round the reaction vessel as described on page •

The initial setting of the furnace rheostat determined the ultimate

temperature of the reaction vessel.

After closing the gauge taps the furnace was switched on and

the position of "the gauge pointer on the scale recorded after known

time intervals. A description of a typical experiment is given

below.

Reaction vessel volume - 47.0 mis.

Gauge sensitivity - 0.16 mm./s.d.

V/eight of Jena gLass - 0.1 gm.

Weight of rubrene peroxide (R.E.) - 3.8 mg.

Ultimate temperature - 130°C.
The manner in which the pressure increased with time is

depicted in Graph II (a). At T the temperature reached 130°C.
At 'H* the furnace was turned off and the vessel allowed to cool

down to room temperature. The ultimate gas pressure in the vessel

after the attaiment of rocm temperature, is shown as a dotted line

in/
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in the graph and denoted as P^. The gas pressure at 'H' will he
denoted by P^. If scale divisions of gas are cooled fir® 130°C.
to 20°C. in a constant volume system the resultant pressure P should

be given try (i)s

P = Pfa. 293/403 s 33 s.d. (i)
The value of P^, was 20.7 divisions at 20°C. There was thus

a discrepancy between P and P^ of 12.3 divisions at 20°C.
The contraction on cooling was greater than expected on a

purely temperature effect as calculated for a permanent gas arid

part of the gas phase products must have been adsorbed on the film

and substrate on cooling.

The table below has been drawn up in order to sumraailse the

results of a series of experiments performed in the same manner as

the one described above. 'Condensable vapour' iirplies the material

which readsorbed on the surface on cooling and the 'extrapolated up¬

take*, obtained from the rate curves shown on Graph II (b), is

quoted as the value before correction for these adsorbed vapours.

The molar ratios, expressed as moles of gas produced per mole of

peroxide in the film, were calculated from the constants of the

apparatus end the corrected extrapolated pressure limit.
✓

Mo- II 1- II 2. II 3. II 4.

Peroxide (R.E.) mg. 2.7 B 3.8 2.7 B

Substrate gm. 0.2 0.1 0.15

Acetone vol. mis. 20 1.2 20

2.34 0

0.2

10

Total gas evolution 52.0 23.4 2«5 R oa „
ocna. (ase„ (P -Pf) 17.2 hi Ihl

Molar ratio 2.0S 0>Bg ^ ^
1 °* 180 112 us
The /
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The volumes of acetone quoted in -the table correspond to "the

number of mis. of starklard peroxide solution used to deposit tiie

film. In 'run* 11:2 a sample of powdered rubrene peroxide was

employed thus rendering a large quantity of binding solvent

unnecessary.

The gases which readsorbed, on cooling, were approximately

proportional to the weight of substrate used. Graph II (c) illus¬

trates this relationship. It then seems probable that these gases

originated from the adsorbed layer on the substrate.

As far as can be ascertained at this stage, considerable gases

may have been evolved by the peroxide and subsequently adsorbed on

the Jena glass in amount proportional to the weight of substrate.

However, as a unit molar amount of gas is left in the system on

cooling, after practically all the experiments, the suggestion that

the condensable gases originated frcm the Jem glass surface

appears sound.

These results besides illustrating the unimolecular nature of

the decomposition taking place, indicate that the system, rubrene

peroxide deposited from an acetone solution on to a Jena glass

substrate, produces, above 110°C., a gas an^/or vapours in amount

molarly equivalent to the initial concentration of rubrene peroxide.

The molar ratio of 2.05 (see run IIjl) was obtained from an

experiment conducted in an exactly similar manner to the other runs

of this section. The film residue was not analysed for rubrene

and the result could never be checked by duplication.

The rate curves were quite similar in slope m 8.5 x 10~3
mins. while indicating a small temperature coefficient.

The /
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The Effect of ooolinr ana reheating dxpt.IUS.

Gauge Sensitivity - 0.18 nan./s.d.

Vessel Volua® - 47.0 ails.

Ultimate Temperature - 115°C.
Height of oaroxide - 2.34 ag. (K.E.)

The film was heated for about 200 minutes when the. total gas

evolution was 24.2 acuta divisions. Tins temperature ras then

lov/orad to 20°G. and tiia now steady prftiaura measured aM found

to be 0.0 scale divisions. She teoperatwre of the vessel was

then raised to 115°G. again end the pressure changes recorded at

known times. After 300 minutes, risen the total gas pressure was

25.4 divisions the ton^rature was lowered to 20°C. and the equili¬

brium pressure at this temperature measured (10.4 divisions). The

rate curves for the first (A) and tiie second (B) heating periods

are shown on Graph /Iid from which the extrapolated pressure valuoi

could be estimated.

Although at first sight, it would seem that the extent of the

deccnposit ion wan not the sane in both parts of this erperlaont,
after correction for reabsorbed vapoux-s it was found that 15.2

divisions (a) and 15.0 (B) of 'rowklsorbing* gas were produced

under these conditions. Tlie average value oonrcajvorjis to a nolar

ratio of 1.0D of vapour to rubrene peroxide.

This experiment constitutes

glnsa surface is associated with quantities of adsorbed vapour which

nsqy be desorbed or in-adsorbed fcy the surface by oppxopri ate

temperature changes.

The Analysis of the Vapours Produce! during the Deoaitpoaition /
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The Analysis of the Vapours Produced Decomposition,

In the following experiments sample C. rubrene was deposited
r

from an acetone solution on 0,1 gm. j'ena glass, unless otherwise

stated, and the weights of peroxide quoted are as rubrene equiva-

lents. All films were pumped overnight at 10 mm. Hg. (McLeod

gauge).

Gauge sensitivity - 0.084 nmu/s.d.

Vessel volume - 52.8 mis.

Ultimate temperature - 128°0.
In this 'run* (II:6) a three way tap connected the reaction

vessel to two small side tubes. One contained soda lime and the

other was packed with phosphoric oxide. In this manner either one

or both of the adsorbents could be exposed to the reaction system.

The films and adsorbents were evacuated overnight after which the

side tubes were isolated from the system, the gauge taps closed

and the heating of the film commenced* Y/hen the reaction was

nearing completion, as .judged by the rate of pressure increase, the

system was exposed to soda lime. An instantaneous pressure

decrease occurred whicft corresponded to 91; > of the total vapours

present. The residual gases were pumped off and the film allowed

to reach room temperature when it was pumped for a further 10 hours.

On raising the temperature to 128°0. again, the system still being,

exposed to soda lime, only a very small pressure increase was

observed over a period of 5 hours.

The molar decomposition of the film obtained by spectrograph!*

analysis was 16p, a value which agreed with that calculated from

the /
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the constants of the apparatus and the residual gas pressure.

The next experiment (11:7) differed from the previous one in

only the nature of the adsorbent. In this case phosphoric oxide

was employed. The film was heated for 220 minutes after wliicih the

vapours were exposed to the adsorbent by opening the three way tap.

After 5 minutes 95;' of the product vapours were adsorbed on the

phosphoric oxide as detected by the reduction in pressure. The

film was heated for a further three hours with the adsorbent in the

system and the pressure in the vessel did not increase appreciably.

The results frem the two experiments described above indicated

that the main gaseous product of the decorrposxti on w?s not oxygen

and the next series of investigations were designed in an attempt

to define the nature of these products.

Spot Analysis of the Vapour Products of the Decorapositiaiy'
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roducts of the Decomposition.

Experiment 11:8 -2.54 mg. of the peroxide (R.E.) were

deposited on the plane glass surface of the reaction vessel "by

slowly pumping off the acetone with a water pump. The film was

evacuated overnight at roan temperature am then heated for 400

minutes at 150°C. The vapoui-s were then pumped through the trap

C, and the trap condensate tested for acetone (as described on

page 32). Result - negative, no blue colouration of indigo being

observed.

Experiment 11:9 - This consisted of a repeat of 11:8. In

this case however, the spot test was positive for acetone, the blue

indigo colour being clearly observed in the chloroform layer. This

film yms heated for 460 minutes at 130°C. The rate curve for the

decomposition was of the same type as shown in Graph II :b and

indicated that tlie reaction conformed to a imimolecular law under

the present experimental conditions. The total extrapolated

pressure of vepcur produced corresponded to 0.73 moles of gas per

one mole of peroxide on the film. No rubrene was detected on the

film residue after this time.

Experiment 11:10 - 2.54 mg. of the peroxide (R.E.) were

deposited from acetone solution on 0.1 gm. Jem glass and after

the usual evacuation the film was heated at 129°0. for 575 minutes.

The reaction vapours when pumped through the liquid oxygen trap

produced a condensate which gave a positive reaction for acetone

with o-nitrobemaldeJiyde.

It/
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It has now been qualitatively determined that acetone, the

solvent used in preparing the film, is produced during the decompo¬

sition, The next step was "the quantitative analysis of the

vapours using the technique of microdistillation as described on

page 22.

The Mlcrodlstillation of the Product Vapours /
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The Microdlstillation of the Product Vapours

Standard!sation

Small quantities of either car'jon dioxide, water or acetone

were placed in the trap C and frozen with liquid oxygen. The

apparatus was then evacuated and the trap allowed to warm up slowly

to room temperature. The gauge pointer reading p was plotted

against the galvonometer deflection f (T) resulting in a standard

curve for each vapour. As the values of f (T) were purely relative

and were only reproducible over two successive experiments, standart.

'runs' were performed directly after each actual experiment, after

thoroughly degassing the trap.

Experiment 11:11 - The Vapours fron die Jena Glass.

In this experiment 0.1 gm. of Jena glass was made into a film

by employing 10 mis. of acetone as the binding solvent this being

evaporated off at the water pump. The film was evacuated over¬

night and heated at 120°C. for 350 minutes after which the product

vapours were condensed in the trap C. The distillation curve

obtained, on wanning the trap, is shown in Graph II:e. A compari¬

son with the standard acetone curve indicates the presence of tills

vapour. No other vapour was detected. Taking into account in

the calculation, the volume of the distillation apparatus, the

total amount of distillate was accounted for as acetone.

Experiment 11:12,

2.34 mg. of the peroxide (R.E.) was made into a film on the

plane glass surface of the reaction vessel (volume * 55.8 mis.).
The film was evacuated for 15 hour's and heated for 115 minutes at

125°C. The progress of the experiment may be followed by

inspection of the pressure-time curve in Graph II :g. After this

time /
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time (T) the pressure in the reaction vessel system was 20.8 scale

divisions. On cooling the vessel to room temperature the pressure

dropped to 15.8 divisions (the dotted line A) and on expanding the

cooled vapours into the trap the resulting pressure on the gauge

was 5.9 divisions (the dotted line B). After freezing out for 3

hours the pressure dropped to zero (c) and on warming the trap a

vapour pressure-temperature curve of the form shown in Graph II if

wsys obtained. The amount of vapour recovered from the trap was

5.9 divisions. This was identified as acetone by a comparison

with the stardard curve. The dotted line *E* indicates the
%

theoretical pressure increase corresponding to a unit molar ratio

of vapour (vessel volume - 54.5 mis.) to viri.eh this curve and the

rate curve in Graph IIig,j may be extrapolated.

The results have indicated that the main reactions occurring

were the release of acetone molecules from the surface of the Jena
I? n

glass (first order velocity constant 7.3 x 10 mins."* ? E*p.II:ll)

and also from the peroxide-solvent complex (first order velocity
•"3 *1.

constant 12 x 10~ mius." j Exp. 11:12). The specific rate of

removal of solvent from the substrate was thus only slightly less

than that for the decomposition of the peroxide complex although

definite molar- quantities of acetone were produced in the latter

case.

There now seems little doubt that the rubrsne peroxide was

associated with one raolecule of acetone of crystallisation whieh

was not removable by prolonged evacuation at room temperature.
Ttse /
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The experiments with soda lime and phosphoric oxide have

indicated that only traces of a permanent gas were evolved under

these conditions, vfoile in the experiments involving distillation

all the produced gose3 were invariably recovered as condensable va¬

pours.

On exposing 25 scale divisions of acetone vapour to phosphoric-

oxide contained in a side tube the pressure dropped instantly to

0.3 divisions and subsequently became less than o.l divisions.

This direct experimental observation that phosphoric oxide readily

and completely adsorbs acetone vapour under the prescribed condi¬

tions provided the starting point for the next series of experimen

the study of tiie kinetics of the deoenrposit ion of rubrene peroxide

'in vacuo', in the presence of phosphoric oxide.

The Decomposition of Rubtene Perocide in the Presence cf Adsorbents /
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The Decomposition of Bubrene Peroxide in the presence of

In order to have some idea of the magnitude and rate of the

release of the gases which are not adsorbed on the phosphoric oxide,

the preliminary experiments 11:13 aid :14 were carried out.

Experiment 11:15

4.68 mg. of rubrene peroxide (R.E. ) was deposited from acetone

solution on 0.2 gnu Jena glass and the resulting film evacuated for

5 hours with the oil and diffusion pumps. The residual pressure

was less than lO^mra. of mercury (McLeod gauge).

Gauge sensitivity - 0.16 mra./s.d.

Vessel volume - 50.0 nils.

The reaction vessel was fitted with a small side arm to which

was attached, by means of a Quiokfit A7 joint, a small tube con¬

taining about 0.5 gnu of phosphoric oxide. The variation csf

pressure in the reaction vessel wi th time is illustrated in

Graph II :h.

At 'A* the temperature reacted 120°C. where it was kept

constant until *B*. At ,B* the temperature was raised to 130°C.,
this operation taking only a few minutes, for a further 3 hours.

After a total of 9 hours, *C', the vessel was cooled to room

temperature when the pressure dropped to 0.755 of the value at

130°C. (the ratio of 29^/403 is 0.729). The cooled film was then

slowly teated to 150°0. this tempenature being attained at *E*.

Between *E* and *P* the temperature was raised from 150° - 160°0,
The reaction tea virtually ceased at *Ff #ien 8 scale divisions of a

permanent gen in the presence of liad been evolved. This gas

evolution /
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evolution corresponded to a decomposition of 28.6;% calculated from

the original concentration of the peroxide assuming a unit molecular

ratio.

In order that the pressure changes at slightly lower tempera¬

tures be followed a similar experiment to the above was

carried out us lag a much more sensitive gauge.

Experiment lit14

2.54 mg. cf rubrene peroxide (R.E.) was deposited from acetone

solution on 0.1 gra. Jena glass and the resulting film evacuated for

5 hours. A side tube containing about 0,5 gm. of phosphoric

oxide was attached to the reaction vessel.

Gauge sensitivity - 0.051 mm./s.d.

Vessel volume - 63.5 mis.

The va.ilation with time of the pressure developed in the

reaction system is illustrated in Graph IX ti.

The temperature was slowly raised to 84°C. arri it was observed

by pressure measuretneixt, that no appreciable decomposition occurred

below S0°0. After 200 minutes the vessel «s cooled and evacuated

for- 1 hour (B^) when, after re-isolation of the system, the
temperature was again raised to 84°G. until *A* when. it was elevated

tc 100°G. At I'g the vessel was cooled and evacuated for 3 hours
and the film then reheated to 100^0. The pressure changes now

occurring were very slow so the temperature was raised first to

10S°C (B) and finally to 130°0 (C) where it remained constant until

*ld. At h&* the vessel was cooled and the vapours were pumped off

(P^} until the pressure In tlie vessel was apparently sero (limited
W
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by the gauge sensitivity). The temperature was again raised to

150°0 (E) -when further increases of pressure became negligible.

Although the results of the above experiments may not have much

quantitative basis, owing to the duration of the 'runs*, they have

indicated that oxygen (it will be assumed for the present - see

later; p. - that oxygen is the residual gas) is not produced in

amounts even approaching a lOOf decomposition of the peroxide under

these conditions. A lOOfS decomposition at 13Q°C. would produce a

gas pressure of 56.2 scale divisions in this system. Appreciable

gas pressure increases were detectable only above 100°C. After

pumping, the pressure apparently increased to the same value as

before the evacuation at the same temperature. This was only

true, however, at the lower temperatures investigated.

It was now hoped to investigate apy equilibrium pressure effect

which may be a controlling factor. The method of tackling this

problem will consist of heating films at constant temperature and

estimating the total amount of gas evolved at particular

temperatures.

The Decomposition of F.ubrene Peracide at 120°C. /
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The Decomposition of Rubrene Peroxide at l?,Q0Qj.

The films were prepared in "the usual manner on 0.1 gm. of

Jena glass, and evacuated overnight before being reacted, The

rheostat was set in a position which enabled the furnace temperature

to reach 120°C. in about 30 minutes. Approximately 0,5 gnu of

phosphoric oxide was contained in the side tube, a fresh sample

being employed for each experiment.

Gauge sensitivity - 0,051 mnu/s.d,

Weight of peroxide - 2,34 mg.

Vessel volume — 63,5 mis.

The results of experiment 11:15 were as follows:-

Pressure (s.d.) date/20nin». Pressure Rate/20mins.

3.41 0.62 6.74 0.31

3.99 0.54 7.05 0.30

4.50 0.47 7.34 0.27

4.96 0.46 7.69 0.25

5. 39 0.39 7.85 0.27

5.75 0.34 8.11 0.24

6.10 0.35 8,35 0.25

6.45 0.32 8.59 0.22

8.81 0.22

Extrapolated pressure increase :12.2 divisions 0,38 am.

The rate curve for this experiment is shorn in Graph III j^and
indict tes ifoe unlraolecular nature of the deocrroositioa in the later

stages.

Experiment IT;16.

Gauge sensitivity - 0.048 ram./s.d.

Weight of peroxide - 2,34 mg.

Temperature /
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Temperature - 120°C.
Vessel volume - 55.3 mis.

This reaction proceeded similarly to 11:15 and the rate curve

is also shown in Graph II: The extrapolated pressure increase

was in this case, 7.9 divisions which corresponded to 0.38 mm.

Although different reactionvessel vroluraes were employed in

the above 'runs' the same pressure of gas was produced. k degree

of saturation was observed at higher pressures in 'run' 11:16, the

rate falling off to zero rather rapidly. The main part of the

rate curve was linear and the extrapolation considered valid. The

cause of this was possibly due to one of a variety of surface

effects and was only a rate determining factor towards the end of

the reaction. These effects will be discussed in a later section.

The Decomposition of Rubrene Peroxide at 130°0. /
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sition of Rubrene Pe: at 150"C.

Gauge sensitivity - 0.048 nsa./s. d.

Weight of peroxide - 2.34 mg.

asperiments II:i7 - 19.

These experiments were carried out in the standard manner.

The rate carves are dram in Graph IIjk and the actual results

obtained frcm one experiment are shown below.

isxperimartt 11:17

Pressure (s.d.) Rate/20mins. Pressure (s.d.) kate/20mias.

0.450.25 0.50 6.82

0.79 0.58 7.27 0.47

1.40 0.64 7.67 0.36

2.10 0.76 8.04 0.37

2.99 1.02 8.39 0.34

130°G attained - 3.91 0.82 8.71 0.30

4.68 0.G7 9.01 0.29
•

•

5.27 0.57 9.27 0.25

5.83 0.54 8.52 0.23

6.35 0.50 9.73 0.21

All experiments carried out at 150°0. provided the same value

for the extrapolated pressure, vis,, G.59 ana. £ 0.01 mm.

A further experiiaent (ll:20) was designed to determine the

effect of tiie initial peroxide- concentration on the total gas

evolution at constant temperature. 4.68 mg. of trie peroxide was

deposited on 0.1 gm. ox' Jena glass and the resulting film reacted

in the usual way. an extrapolation of the rate curve from this

reaction, provided the value of 0.89 mm. for tiia hLtimaie pressure

at zero rate.
%

The /
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The reproducibility of the results at this stage suggests that

the measured pressures at zero rate are 'dissociation pressures' of

gas. Further evidence for "this is the fact that the ultimate

pressure is independent of the initial peroxide concentration.

The Decomposition of Rubrene Peroxide at 145°C.

Experiment 11:21.

Gauge sensitivity - 0.048 ram./s.d.

Weight of peroxide - 2.34 mg.

Weight of Jena glass - 0.1 gau

This film was reacted in the usual manner and the rate curve

11:1, drawn from the experimental results quoted below.

Pressure ( s. d.) Rate/20 rains. Pressure (s.d.) Rate/20 mins.

8.87 2.73 15.26 0.52

11.21 1.95 15.71 0.38

12.79 1.22 16.05 0.30

15.86 0.92 16.30 0.20

14.66 0.69

Extrapolated gas evolution 17.0 divisions 0.82 mm.

The following table summarises the final results of this series

of experiments.

P( extrap.) T°C IA,qK. L°%0 PC®*111,0-?*)
0.39 120 2.548 1.5911

0.59 130 2.485 1.771

0.82 145 2.395 1.914

Energy considerations involved in the Decomposition /
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Energy Considerations involved in the Decomposition

On the assvmption that the evolution of oxygen was a stage in

the reversible reaction whose equilibrium constant is given by ihe

oxygen pressure at zero rate, it was possible to calculate a value

for the heat of dissociation cf the peroxide. The appropriate

plot of Log^ (extrapolated-pressure increase) against til© reci¬
procal temperature for experiments lis 15 - 20 is shown in Graph

it

II sm^. The slope of the best straight line was -2.20 x 10' which
is equivalent to a heat of dissociation of + 10 Kg.calt/inole.

A similar plot of the extrapolated pressure values from one

•run*, i.e., 11:15, is indicated on Graph ll:n0 while the computed

values are given in the table below.

l/T°K Extrapolated Pressure (aim.) hog^Q P
2.546 0.40 0.602

2.485 0.64 0.806

2.364 1.54 1.127

The value of —2.86 x 10^ for the slope of this somewhat more

satisfactory straight line corresponds to a heat cf dissociation of

+ 12.9 kg.cals/mole.

Prom the slopes of the rate craves in this series of experi¬

ments it was possible to estimate average values cf the rate

constants for the decomposition at hie various temperatures; these

values are indicated in the table below, while the results are

plotted in Graph II :n.
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]/r°K k x 102mins. ^ Lo&^q( k x 102)
2.548 1.4 0.155

2.485 4.1 0.615

2.395 25.5 1.406

The slope of this straight line corresponds to an energy value

of + 40 Kg. cals./mole which may be identifiable with the apparent

activation energy of a stage .in the decomposition of rubrene

peroxide.

The decomposition of rubrene peroxide appeared tc take place

in a reversible manner, analogous to the decomposition of calciufn

carbonate, the equilibrium constant being given by the 'dissociation

pressure' of gas. The results to date indicate that there are

three types of reaction occurring on the surface although it is

not certain whether or not they are independent.

1. Glass — Solvent _ heat ¥ Glass + Solvent
/ \ vacuum r \ , \v«; (s) (g)

2. Peroxide - Solvent —EU:.V-A ■ » Peroxide + Solvent
(3) VaCaUm (s) (g)

•3. Peroxide or complex ■— —»■ Permanent gas + Residue.
vacuum

The third reaction crily oeoaxed to the extent of about 28 ' at

130°0. It is probable that the third reaction is reversible as the

pressure of gas produced was independent of the initial solid phase

concentration. It may be of importance to note that vexy little

decomposition occurred when the solvent pressure was allowed to
build up over the film. The 'equilibrium pressure' may also be
due

rate /

to a balance between the rate of emission cf acetone and the



rate of adsorption on the FgOg. This mechanism, however, is
deemed unlikely unless gaseous products from the oxidation of

acetone by phosphoric oxide provided the gas phase in the equili¬

brium.

Analysis of the film residues for rubrene were not alY/ays

carried out in this series of 'runs'; however, when a film was

spectrographically analysed the per cent decomposition agreed on

every occasion with the value obtained from the constants of the

apparatus and the total pressure change.

ft. Bffect of tt. Substrate on the Peo^sition of the /
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The Effect of the Substrate on the Decay,aqsitlsa of the reside

Experiments II;22 and 23.

The conditions in the present 'runs* were as in the previous

experiments excepting that 0.2 gjn. of Jena glass was employed as

The rate curves for these experiments are shown in Graph II:p

where it may be observed that the 'normal * dissociation pressure

was well exceeded. The extrapolated pressures were 27,6 and 31.6

scale divisions as opposed to 12.2 divisions when the film was

prepared on 0.1 gj». of Jena glass.

An experiment was now carried out in which 2.34 mg, of peroxide

was deposited on 0.2 gm. of glass. Extrapolation of the rate

curve provided a value of only 6.2 divisions for the equilibrium

pressure.

It was now apparent that the reaction was markedly surface

dependent. The series of experiments lit15 - 21 were carried out

over a short period of time and in a highly standardised manner and

for this reason, combined with the reproducibility of the results

of these 'runs', it will be assumed, in future arguments, that the

temperature alone governs the ultimate pressure of gas produced by
a film under such standardised conditions.

substrate. The temperature of the dissociation was 130°Cj
Gauge sensitivity - 0.048 t«m./s.d.

Weight of Peroxide - 4.38 mg. (R.E.)

•noawl' dlMOoiaticn pr.««rm
A duplication of -;]f the last experiment in fact resulted in the

« nmsure. after extrapolation of the Xxnear
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rate curve. The irreproducibility of the above results 11:22 and

:23, could not be explained although the rapid rate of pressure

increase in such * runs • may signify that the solvent, from the

increased amount of substrate, was not completely removed from

the system because of a surface layer or other obstruction on the

adsorbent. The same effect would be observed if -the P2°5 became
exhausted by the increased amount of acetone. This suggestion

was validated by a chance experiment involving the decomposition of

4.68 rag. of the peroxide on 0.1 gm. of glass.

Experiment 11:24.

Gauge sensitivity — 0.048 mm./s.d.

Weight of peroxide - 4.68 mg.

Weight of substrate - 0.1 gm.

The rate curve for this 'run' is drawn in Graph II:p. 'Runs'

11:20 and :22 are drawn on the same Graph for purposes of comparison.

In die 'normal' reaction, 11:20, the decomposition is unimolecular

from the maximum rate (the aooroximate point of the film attaining

130°C.) until the dissociation pressure E^ is reached at zero rate.
In 11:24 however, the 'normal' course was interrupted at A^ and the
rate of pressure increase fell off more slowly while gradually

approaching the equilibrium value E2. The same process may be
visualised as having occurred in run 11:22 where the extrapolated

pressure increase is denoted by Eg. The similarity of these
curves supports the contention that die rate of adsorption of
acetone on the phosphoric oxide had suddenly beoome a rate deter¬

mining factor at arxl Ag.
Film/
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Film formation on the surface of the adsorbent is one of the

various possible explanations for this saturation effect. It is

also apparent from this graph that the relative rate of approach

to equilibrium in •run' 11:22, where 0.2 gm. of Jena glass was

employed, was very much greater than the rates using the smaller

amounts of substrate.
♦

The thermal decomposition of rubrene peroxide (2.34 mg.)

deposited from acetone solution on the plane glass surface of the

reaction vessel was effected in the presence of phosphoric oxide.

The decomposition proceeded very slowly, as recorded by pressure

change; 8 hours at 190°C. only bringing about 13;2 decomposition.

This constituted about one half of the previous equilibrium

pressures at much lower temperatures. Analysis of this film

residue provided a figure of 12.5;2 for the amount decomposed.

The Effect of Acetone Vapour on the Thermal Decomposition/
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Experiment 11:25.

Gauge sensitivity - 0.084 mm./s.d.

Weight of peroxide - 4.68 mg. (R.E.)

Weight of substrate - 0.1 gnu

The vessel was connected via a side arm through a three way

tap to two adsorbent tubes. One contained phosphoric oxide and

the other soda lime. The pressure was allowed to approach the

equilibrium value, in the presence of phosphoric oxide, until it

was apparent that the rate curve would extrapolate to the 'normal*

dissociation pressure for this temperature. At this stage (at 'A*

on the pressure-time curve drawn in Graph XI :q) the phosphoric

oxide was excluded from the system thus permitting the solvent

pressure to build up in the reaction vessel. When the acetone

pressure had slowly increased over a period of 11 hours the vapour
*

was again exposed to -the phosphoric oxide (at *B'). After 2 hours

the pressure had dropped to 'C' at which stage the soda lime tube

was opened to the reaction system. A further pressure decrease

occurred under these conditions. The final gas pressure in the

vessel is indicated by the point *D* after a §* correction for

volume charge. The horizontal line at 0.59 mm. indicates the true

dissociation pressure at 130°C. The dotted line signifies the

theoretical pressure-time curve for this film in the presence of

phosphoric oxide.

The /
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The compos it icon cf the peroxide has proceeded normally while

the pressure of solvent was building up in the vessel. At *B*

85 ' of the vapours were adsorbed on the phosphoric oxide and the

remaining 15 > was probably carbon dioxide produced through the

theimal degradation of rubrene peroxide. This would indicate

that about 3$ of the peroxide degraded on heating for 20 hours.

It can now be concluded that solvent vapour has little, if any,

effect on the thermal decomposition of the peroxide under the

present experimental conditions.

The Analysis of the Permanent Gaseous Residue /
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The gaseous residue, which was not adsorbed on soda lime or

phosphoric oxide, was brought into contact with illuminated

titanium dioxide contained in a side tube attached to the reaction

vessel. Owing to the high photochemical specificity of the

reaction of titanium dioxide with oxygen any pressure decrease

observed during the irradiation of a film of this material can be

attributed to oxygen.

Experiment 11:26

Gauge sensitivity - 0.084 nsn./s.d.

Wei$it of Peroxide - 2.34 rag. (R.E.)

Weight of substrate - 0.1 @m.

Temperature of film - 145°C.

In this experiment the film of titanium dioxide was open to

the reaction space throughout the 'run*. The film was protected

from condensable vapours by a cotton wool pellet, impregnated with

phosphoric oxide, which was placed at the entrance to ihe side

tube. Another side tube, containing about 0.5 gm. phosphoric

oxide, was open to the system throughout the reaction.

Referring to Graph II :r, the reaction was allowed to proceed

normally until 'A1, the pressure being plotted against time. At
'A' the dark cover was removed from around the titanium dioxide

tube and the oxide film irradiated with a strong beam frcxn the

Osira lamp. The pressure decreased rapidly to *BV when the cover

was replaced. At ®C* the film was re-illuminated and at *D' the

light intensity was slightly increased. The results show that
at least 95/' of the residual gases were absorbed by the titanium

dioxide while the film was being irradiated but not in darkness.

The residual gas was therefore oxygen.

In/
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-

In experiment II:27 the conditions wear© aa above and it can be

observed from Graph II:q that during illumination ('A') of the oxide

film there occurred a rapid decrease in pressure. For comparison

with the above 'runs* the pressure-time curve for experiment 11:21
*

is also drawn on Graph II :r.

The equilibrium pressures in 'runs' :26 and :27 were not in

accordance with 11:21 which was carried out at the same temperature.

Indeed "the repeat experiment provided a value for the 'dissociation'

pressure at 145 C. which was even lower than the normal value at

150°C. Both of the reactions in question seemed subject to sudden

saturation after about 5^ hours of heating. This effect may be

connected with the rate of heating the film of peroxide. It is

probable that the reaction will cease after the expulsion of all

the solvent vapour from the surface. Such a theory would explain

why no further decomposition occurs when an equilibrium pressure of

gas is pumped off and the film reheated to the same temperature.

This point will be enlarged upon during future discussion.

Experiment 11:28

The conditions were as above but the ultimate temperature of

the decomposition was 129°C. This 'run' proved to be an example

of the type during which a much larger gas evolution occurred than

expected for this temperature, on the basis of previous results.

Such an effect has previously been attributed to inefficient adsor¬

ption of the acetone on the phosphoric oxide because of film

formation of some other diffusional process. The results are

shown, in the form of a pressure-time curve, in Graph II:s.

The /
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The titanium dioxide film was contained in a small side tube

separated from the reaction vessel by means of a 2mm. vacuum tap.

After the system had been evacuated for 15 hours this tap was

closed, and the reaction commenced in the presence of phosphoric

oxide. At 'A* the tap was opened although the dark cover was not

removed from around the titanium dioxide film. Appreciable dark

absorpti on then occurred. \7hen the dark reaction had ceased, the

oxide film was illuminated (B') and a pressure decrease of 0.58 mm.

recorded. This agreed well wiiii previous values of the equilibrium

pressure at this temperature. The observed dark absorption on the

titanium dioxide provided direct evidence in favour of the theory

put forward by way of explanation of the anomalous 'dissociation'

pressures previously observed.

After the completion of the reaction -the film residue v/as

analysed spectrographically for rubrene and the per cent decomposi¬

tion estimated as 40 '. The value obtained by calculation from the

total pressure (permanent) increase and the constants of the

apparatus was 35.5fj (volume of the system 60 mis.) on the assump¬

tion of a unit molar ratio.

This discrepancy can probably be accounted for by a very slow

evolution of oxygen while the illuminated titanium dioxide flbn was

in the system.

It is now certain that the equilibrium pressures, if "Ibey
are such, consist of pressures of oxygen in the presence of
phosphoric oxide.

Divers Observations in the Decomposition of Rubrene Peroxide /
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Divers Observations in the Decomposition of Rubrene Peroxide

In the initial experiments of this section, unimolecular

decompositions extrapolable to pressure values corresponding to

unit molar evolutions of condensable gas, v/ere obtained in the

absence of any adsorbents. The gauge sensitivity in such

experiments was 0.16 mm./s.d. and the total extrapolated gas

evolutions were of the order of 15 scale divisions for a film

consisting of 2.34 mg. (R.E. ) of the peroxide at 130°C. More

recent data has indicated that a permanent gas is slowly produced,

in the presence of phosphoric oxide, until tie pressure reaches

0.59 mm. at this temperature. This pressure constitutes about
'

25 i of the total extrapolated evolutions when no adsorbents were

in the system. It would therefore appear that the decomposition

to rubrene and oxygen had been retarded in some way during "these

experiments.

In a check experiment 1.35 mg. of "the peroxide on 0.1 pru of

glass, was heated at 130°C 'in vacuo' for 550 minutes during which

time the acetone vapour pressure was allowed to build up in the

vessel. Although the film residue appeared red in parts, spectro-

graphic analysis indicated that less than 1$ decomposition to

rubrene had occurred. It is probable that the acetone vapour had

an adverse effect on the process of 'nucleation'. This process

must be overcome before normal dissociation can occur. Visual

evidence in favour of this suggestion was gained from an examination
of the film residue: the residues were never completely red but

consisted of isolated red 'star's' which were probably growth nuclei.
After /
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After heating in the presence of adsorbents, however, the films

were completely red.

Throughout this section every effort has been made to obtain

a film which will decompose twice in the same manner - the vapours

have often been pimped off and the film reheated. In no case

investigated has the pressure produced on reheating even approached

the equilibrium (first heating) value.

The initial stages of -the decomposition have not been accurately

assessed by virtue of the time lag involved in heating the film up

to the required temperature. The following experiment was

designed to overcome this variable. It was also hoped to remove

most of the loosely bound solvent from the surface of the glass

before effecting the decomposition in this experiment.

Experimental

Gauge sensitivity - 0.084 mm./s.d.

Weight of peroxide - 4.68 mg.

Weight of substrate - 0.1 gn.

The reaction vessel was fitted with a side aim containing

0.5 gm. of phosphoric oxide. The film was evacuated for 20 hours

after which 50 mm. of dry air was introduced into the apparatus

while the film temperature was raised to 100°0. After 10 minutes

hard evacuation at this temperature the apparatus was filled with

50 mm. of dry air and the film temperature raised to 130°C. When

the temperature was steady the system was pumped as rapidly as

possible to a pressure of uncondensable gas if 10"2rnm. Hg.(McLeod)
ard ihe gauge taps closed. The uncertainty time was about 5

minutes. The resulting pressure increases were recorded after

known /
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known time intervals while the results for the rate, expressed

as scale divisione/20 minutes, at various gas pressures, expressed

as scale divisions, are given below.

Total
Pressure

Rate s.d./
20 rains.

Total
Pressure

Rate s.d./
20 mins.

1.75 0.55 4.17 0.24

2.22 0.45 4.59 0.21

2.65 0.40 4.60 0.21

5.02 0.57 4.81 0.21

5.56 0.52 5.01 0.19

5.66 0.28 5.19 0.16

5.92 0.25 5.54

5.48

0.14

0.14

As can be observed from the rate curve in Graph II:t, the

extrapolated pressure increase was about 6.9 scale divisions, i.e.,

0,58 mm., which is in excellent agreement with previous values of
the equilibrium at this temperature.

At the cessation of the reaction the oxygen pumped off, and

the film heated at 130°C. for 56 hours. The resultant pressure

increase was only 1.1 divisions.

The Effect of Light on the Decomposition of Rubrene Peroxide /
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The Effect of Light on the Decomposition of Rubrene Peroxide

It was pointed out by C. Dufraisse et al. that rubrene

peroxide in benzene solution, when irradiated with light of

unspecified energy in the absence of oxygen, shows the fluorescence

of rubrene. This would indicate a reversible photochemical

reaction involving inbrerie, oxygen and rubrene peroxide. The

following experiments were carried out in an effort to detect an

analogous reaction in the solid state.

Experiment II;28

Gauge sensitivity - 0.050 mrrt./s.d.

Vessel volume - 60.5 mis.

Temperature - 25°C.

'"eight of peroxide ~ 1.35 mg. (S)
A film was deposited on the plane glass surface of the

1 -4
reactiomessel and evacuated for hours at 10 mm. Hg. (McLecd

gauge) at roan temperature. The gauge taps were closed and "the

vessel kept in complete darkness for 10 hours at 25°C. during

which time no pressure change occurred in the reaction vessel.

The film was then illuminated with the beam from the Osira lamp

system. The course of the reaction may be followed by inspection

of Graph II :u^ where the symbols A, B arid E have the following
significance t-

A - Light off

B - Light on

E - Evacuated for 2 hours and left overnight in -the dark
at 25°C.

When the reaction had ceased the vessel was removed from 'the

apparatus and the film visually examined. Although no red

particles /
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particles were observed, it was noticed that the film was slightly

yellow, particularly under ultra violet light. This may have

been the fluorescence emission from the veiy small amount of

rubrene formed.

The results indicate that a definite photochemical reaction

lias taken place. The pressure increase, however, may have been

the result of light activated desorption of solvent vapour;

decomposition of the peroxide-solvent complex to produce solvent

vapour; or the breakdown of the peroxide to give oxygen and

rubrene.

A repeat experiment, using 1.1 mg. of the peroxide deposited

in the form of a film on 0.2 gpu Jena glass, provided the results

shown on Graph IIiu^. In this case the reaction was allowed to
proceed to completion, without interruption, as far as could be

estimated by pressure measurement. The total pressure increase

in this experiment was only 0.045 mm. (17 hour's) while the previous

•run* had yielded a value of about 0.05 mm. after the same time.

Although, however, the approach to equilibrium after evacuation was

much slower, only 0.025 ran. being evolved in 600 minutes of

illumination.

An experiment was carried out in which 2.34 mg. of the peroxide
on 0.1 gm. of Jena glass was illuminated while being decomposed at
130°C, in the absence of any adsorbents. The results indicated
that a unit molar ratio of acetone was produced from the percacide-

solvent complex; after correcting for the solvent deserted from
the glass. Less than 5% dissociation of oxygen occurred. It can

o
be concluded that light of wavelength longer than 3650 A had no

appreciable /
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appreciable effect on the decomposition of rubrene peroxide at

130°C.

This is not surprising in relation to the effect of light

at room temperature as the photochemical reaction will have & very

snail apparent activation energy which may even he negative if the

excited state involved is degraded try heat; e.g., the triplet

state with a diradical structure.

Discussion of the Results from Section II /
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Discussion of the Result

As lias been previously described the solutions of rubrene

peroxide were prepared by exposing rubrene solutions of known

concentration to sunlight untn. no trace of rubrene could be deteotec.

in the absorption spectrum of the product. Absorption spectra

and experiments on the photo-oxidation of rubrene films prepared

'in situ* from the peroxide have indicated that such peroxide

solutions contained the rubrene equivalent of the original solution.

Rubrene peroxide, associated with a molecule of crystallisation

is deposited on a powdered glass surface and the starting material

may be written as EOg:S where R signifies the rubrane, Og the
associated oxygen and 3 the solvent of crystallisation. It is

postulated that this material may be degraded by heat either into

a thermally stable derivative, (eQ2) s**» ar*i solvent vapour, ,
or into the dissociable peroxide HQg* aid solvent vapour. These
processes will occur at the specific rates and kg respectively.
The compound ROg* may dissociate into oxygen and rubrene or may
rearrange to the stable product at a specific rate kgj this product
may or may not be the aame as (i°2) t

The complete reaction scheme is shown below.

ROgiS

R + 0r

In the above schene KOgjk, KOg , R, and (ftOg) st
4- A mdl are in the gaseous phase,components while Og ,3Jr5ii °v

are solid
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Rubrene peroxide as deposited from acetone solution as a thin

film on Jena glass produces, when heated, an equi-raolar quantity of

a vapour. This vapour has been shown to be acetone and it may be

concluded that rubrene is associated with one molecule of acetone

of crystallisation.

In the presence of phosphoric oxide, which adsorbs acetone, a

permanent gas is evolved in amount depending only on the temperature

when the other oorxlifcions are ideal. This gas has been shovm to

be oxygen, derived from the rubrene peroxide, and corresponding

amounts of rubrene are formed. The pressure values obtained from

the extrapolated rate curves indicated an equilibrium system, if

only by their reproducibility. Doubling the surface concentration

of peroxide did not alter the position of equilibrium, as measured

by oxygen pressure increase, although equilibrium was not re-

attained at a measurable rate If the pressure wal reduced. If,

however, the temperature was raised during the reaction the extent

of the decomposition was increased.

The fraction of the original peroxide which is transformed

into the dissociable form is given by k^/k^ + kg. Thus the amount
of oxygen formed from the dissociable peroxide, expressed as a

fraction of the molar concentration of the original peroxide, will

be given by (l)

Moles oxygeiyliolea ROgiS = + + *3) ———~ (l)
where k^, kg etc., are the specific rates of the noted stages in
the reaction.

Formula /
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Formula (l) leads in general to the expression:

(
h K i ♦

for the fraction of the starting material which will decompose into

rubrene and oxygen. The cases then arising are (a) <jC k^;
(b) kg » k3; and (c) kg kgj the latter stipulation constitu^
ting a mean value of the extreme conditions. When governed by

such limits the above expression will assume the following values:—

(*) ( *2 >

(b) Zero

and (o) ^2
2^ ♦ y <2)

If the mean value (2) is accepted as the best approximation

two further cases will result. Case (l): -when the fraction of

solid ROg:S which decomposes into rubrene and oxygen is less than
that required for a true dissociation pressure to be set up; i.e.

when -

p x *2* 2 (k^ ♦
where o is the true dissociation pressure of oxygen expressed as

e

a molar fraction of "the amount cf R02:S. Case (2): when the
dissociation pressure expressed as a similar fraction iB less than
the fraction of RO^S which may decompose into rubrene and oxygen;
i.e., when -

pe <
, *82 Ox ♦ V

If the temperature, weight of peroxide and the constants of the
apparatus satisfy "the first case, then the true dissociation
may /
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may not be measured. Instead an oxygen pressure value equivalent

to kg x 100 decomposition of E0o:S will be obtained. When
s ♦ y " 2

Case (2) arises the produced oxygen pressure will constitute an

equilibrium amount as there will always be SO^ available for
dissociation.

When, the peroxide complex was decomposed in the absence of any

adsorbents either on a plane or on a Jena glass surface, little or

no oxygen was formed although equimolar proportions of solvent were

evolved. The rate constants for these reactions were all approxi-

raately 10 x 10 mina."" and may be identified with kj. If (kg)
is very much greater than (kg) then the measured rate of oxygen

«»2
production will actually be determined by kg which is 5*3 x 10
mins ~1 at 130°C. It was observed that the variation of with

temperature was not very great over the examined range.

Thus,

kg/S^ + kg) /"v/ 2 (10 ♦ 55) = 0,421
and the maximum oxygen evolution that may be expected on the basis

of tliis mechanism will therefore be equivalent to a 42.1,..

decomposition of the peroxide, at 130°C. This value is not

extremely temperature sensitive, only rising to 48,i at 145°0.,
however the variation of the specific rate kg with temperature is
not known.

The dBCCmposition of the peroxide at 145°G. resulted in the

production ox' 0.84 mm. of oxygen from 2.34 mg. of starting material,
the pressure-time curve being subject to a sudden saturation

effect. The amount of decomposition can be calculated as 41.5,a

which would suggest that the true equilibrium pressure has not been

attained /
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attained in this reaction. In other words the reaction is

governed by Case (l). The pressure equilibrium set up in 'run'

11:13, where a fairly large and more reasonable value of 1.34 ram.

was obtained, at 150°C. aid frcm an initial. 4.68 mg. of the peroxide,

corresponded to a 20$ decomposition of the peroxide. It is pro¬

bable then that this is the true dissociation pressure of oxygen

at this temperature; the reaction conforming to Case (2).
The value of 0.59 mm. at 130°C which was obtained independently

of the initial peroxide concentration was equivalent to only 29.5$

or 14.7$ decomposition according to whether the concentration was

2.34 mg. or 4.68 mg./film. Again, on the basis of the proposed

mechanism, this was probably the actual dissociation pressure of

the reaction.

Such a mechanism as has been postulated would necessitate an

induction period due to the building up of the amount of reactive

peroxide but if the rate of decomposition of this dissociable

peroxide is very large compared to its rate of formation the period

of induction becomes infinitely small. This acceleration period

is not directly connected with the period of nuoleation which may

also be a rate determing factor at the commencement of the reaction.

If ttie solvent pressure wa3 allowed to build up from the

ccwinencement of the reaction little or no decomposition of the

peroxide to oxygen and rubrene could be detected. Solvent vapour,

however, did not inhibit the reaction once the evolution of oxygen

had commenced. It would therefore appear that large amounts of

solvent vapour, obtained frcsn the glass and "the peroxide complex,

retarded the initiation step or period cf nucleation. That is to

say only the stages with rates k^, kg and k^ took place under these
conditions /
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conditions; after removal of the solvent vapour towards the end of

the reaction, as measured by pressure increase, it is likely that

c<in^)lote conversion to the thermally stable product k-ad been

effected and no further pressure increases vxsuld be observable in

the presence of adsorbents.

It is still possible that the solvent vapour ni$rt inhibit the

reaction kg resulting in all the KO?sS dooooqxxilng via reaction
in the absence of adsorbents. ouch a necliasjiara would require that

the stn^e G:RQ2i3 *- EOg + 3 in the presented selwme be
replaced ly G:i!0oil> > licit ♦ ii.* «2 V

According to the ©sjriUrioal results of this section the solvent

complex and the peruriua break d<vm independently to produce solvent

vapour in the one case and oxygen and rubrene in the other. Evi¬

dence i3 available, however, (see Sectic*i IIIt p. 133 ) uideh

indicates strongly that these steps occur siaorltariieously ana at the

same specific rate, in the ideal case, end arc probably associated.

This is otcallcnt inilcation in favour of the theory that the

peroxide is in effect stabilised by a surface effect wnile the
solvent remains loosely bound*

Tte value 01' 10 Kg.eals./jmle for the heat of dissociation
obtained from the s?„ope of curve II oast now, in the li#tt of
the present reaction eehauft, be modified. The slope of the uotted.
line oa the seme graph indicates the true heat of reaction; the
point at 145°G. having been discarded far the reasons described
above. The new value of 13.5 Kg»afLs./n>ale agrees well with tiie
value obtained frcm the slope of the line in Graph Ilsin^ wihxch v/an
12.9 Kg.cals./mole.

Enderlin /
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Enderlin (62. 65) calculating from the heats of combustion and

formation has azYived at a value of iH a 23.2 lig.cala./WLe for

the formation of rubrene peroxide from rubrene and oxygen. Shis

value is considered to be high for a reversible reaction. The

decomposition of dipherylaathracene is also endothermic and. the heat

of this dissociation has been estimated as -s-15 Kg.cals./mole. In

marked contrast is the dissociation of l:4-dimetho«y-0 tlO-diphenylan-

thracene (6^) which is an exothermic reaction, AH m -15 Kg.cals./
mole, this compound being easily dissociable at room temperature.

Audubert and Raaz (65) have studied the decomposition of this

compound and have shown that the oxygen is molecular when evolved.

It is thus apparent that the results obtained in this vrork are

favotirably comparable with the results of other workers on similar

compounds.

An apparent activation energy of 40 Kg.cals./mole was measured

and attributed (p. 98) to the dissociation of rubrene peroxide into

rubrene and oxygen. Further examination of the reaction scheme,

however, invalidates this assumption. If the rate determining

stage in the decomposition is the formation of the reactive peroxide,

which is a basic assumption in the proposed mechanism, then the

measured activation energy must apply to this stage. From the

present results it may only be said that the peroxide dissociates

with an activation energy less than 40 Kg.cals./mole.

The variation of the individual rate constants in the proposed

scheme was not accurately assessable but it is likely that stage (5)

has a small activation energy. In a normal experiment the film

was heated in the presence of phosphoric oxide until the rate curve

became /
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became extrapolable to the equilibrium pressure. If at Hiis

point the film was evacuated rapidly and the system re-isolated

without changing the temperature of the film a further small

pressure increase would be detected. If on the other hand the

temperature v/as lowered and ihe film evacuated at room temperature

no further pressure was observable on reheating the film over a

long period. Thus it is probable that the rate constant k,- is

still appreciable at lower temperatures. By virtue of this stage

it is most improbable that any one film, under these conditions,

would ever attain equilibrium during a second heating.

No positive conclusion may be reached from the available

experimental data regarding the nature of the thermally stable

peroxide complex. As similar results were obtained with the film

deposited on the plane glass surface of the reaction vessel it is

unlikely that the Jena glass substrate played any part in the

reaction. On treatment with reducing agents or with dilute acids,

rubrene peroxide may rearrange to a variety of stable oxides or

hydroxides. It is possible that the experimental conditions were

such that would facilitate one of these rearrangements. The

reaction (5), vhich is a solid transformation, may involve a similar

chemical stage to the reaction (1). Such rearranged oxides are

known to be stable up to their melting points (66).

explanation that the vapour effects the nucleation process must,

however, include a further stipulation; via., that the nucleation

step in the breakdown of the peroxide to rubrene and oxygen occurs

on the surface of the material which is in contract with the vapour

phase.
/
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A less probable scheme which would certainly explain the
solvent effect is given below.

RO,,:S + Sv (a)2 2 2

KOgiS - — IlOp + Sv ———m—•— (b)
ML « 1 t 02 (c)

In this ease it must be assumed iiiat the peroxide molecule is

initially associated with two molecules of acetone in tiki crystalline

state. If the absorptive efficiency of She phosphoric oxide, was

not high enough to remove acetone vapour* to a residual pressure less

than the solvent dissociation pressure of reaction (b) then no

decomposition to nil)rone and oxygen would occur. Under normal

circumstances when the adsorbent is efficient, a dissociation

pressure of oxygen would be set up; on the other hand in the

absence of any adsorbents, only the stage (a) will take place.

There is, however, no evidence which suggests that the peroxide

crystallises with two molecules of acetone of crystallisation.

A comparison of tike general conclusions from this section

with the r esults of other workers will be presented at the end

of Section IV •

ifixperimental Section III /
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EXPERIMENTAL

The 'in vacuo1 Decomposition of Rubrene Peroxide

aa Crystallised from Benzene Solution

A;3;>art.'.tus and Experimental Procedure

The apparatus employed in these investigations Is diagrarama-

tioally illustrated in Figure 5.

The pressure of gas in the volume V could be measured, from

a vacuum standard, on the Bourdon sickle gauge, G, by the usual

telescope arrangement focussed on the gauge pointer. The pressure

in the gauge could be balanced, if necessary, by introducing dry

air through T^ and into the gauge jacket. The gauge sensitivity
was 0.05 T®i./s.d.

The cylindrical furnace, F, was easily fitted coixially round

the tube C. A potential divider arrangement coupled to the 230

volt :nains and the furnace allowed the temperature to be controlled

to within 1°C. of the required value over a period of a few hours.

The temperature was measured with a thermometer.

The peroxide container (see fig. 5b) was fabricated from

Pyrex glass and so shaped that it could slip over the small holder

at the base of the reaction chamber. Figure 5c shows the vessel

in position. In this my it was ensured that the position of the

container, relative to the furnace and the thermometer, Th, was

reproducible.

The winch, W, enabled the bucket container to be raised and

lowered in the reaction chamber on the end of a thin untempered

platinum wire. The winch was made from a set cf foickfit joints

lubricated with Apie2on 'L* high vacuum grease.

The /
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The chamber 'C' and the spiral trap 'A* were so arranged -that

their combined volumes were small compared with the volume of the

cold side of the trap •A*. This was aided by making the volume

•V* veiy large (150 mis.).

The bulb •V1 was maintained at 20 "J. throughout a reaction.

The voluiuo on the space enclosed, by the tape T_ and T„ was de2 3

in the usual manner. After opening tap the volii.it; enclosed by

Tg and T^ was similarly determined. Approximately 5 mis. of the
reaction chamber volume was enclosed by the furnace. The results

obtained were as follows

Volume enclosed by fig and Xg (V^) - 170 mis.
Volume enclosed by Tg and T^ - 206 mis.
Mm. tT I, ml I+ (lr «fww) - seals.
Fraction of this volume- at furnace temperature (V^) - 5 mis.
Fraction of Tgi^ volume at roam temperature (Vg) - ol mis.
At the commencement of an experiment the trap *A' was

with liquid oxygen. If a reaction occurs in to produce a con¬

densable vapour and. a permanent gas in approximately ecjuimolar

proportions the gas pressure in Vg will equal that in V^. The gas
in V.^ however, will be oxygen (on the assumption that this is the
permanent gas) while only half the gas in Vg will be •permanent*.
If the gas pressure is measured in and fourn to be F ram. tlie
total number of moles of oxygen present in tlie system is than given
by:-

F . 275. \ Vi + -V'l) = i#oi x lO'^.P moles.
760 2S5 22.4

where Vj emd V? are expressed in litres.
If/
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If the rate of diffusion of vapour to the trap is slow the

partial pressure of oxygen in Vg will decrease as the vapour p:
builds up. The magnitudes of the volumes and Vg have been so
arranged that the limiting error in this calculation (i.e. when no

vapour diffuses to the trap) due to vapour diffusion was less than

8$. It has been assumed in all experiments that the rate cf move¬

ment of oxygen from to V, was rapid ooap&red to tine rate of the

decomposition occurring in V„. The volume VtJ. has been excluded

from the calculation its effect being considered negligible.

During the experiments the gauge jacket was continually

evacuated thus rendering thexrsostating unnecessary.

A Typical Experiment

7.1 mg. of the rubrane peroxide (for preparation see p. 17 )
were weighed out in the reaction container and iaoediately trans¬

ferred to t"he winch system. The bucket was suspended. about 8

inches above the furnace entrance. The furnace was then switched

on and allowed to reach til JC, The apparatus was evacuated threu^i

taps Tg end TA, Tg being open, fcr 15 hours. The evacuation was
effected with the oil and diffusion pumps end the residual

—4
px-essure, measured by the McLeod gauge, was less than 10 mauHg.

During this evacuation the trap *BI was surrounded with liquid

oxygen.

When "the evacuation was completed the taps T^ and T^ were
closed and the trap ^A* surrounded with liquid oxygen. The gauge

pointer reading was now noted. The joint comprising the vdnch

axle was slightly warmed, to facilitate turning, and the bucket

containing the peroxide quickly lowered into its position as shown

on the diagram. The furnace temperature was now rioted and found

to be 81cC. having remained steady for 15 hours.
Readings /
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Readings of the gauge pointer were recorded at appropriate

time intervals until the cessation of the reaction. The actual

results obtained are given below while the values are plotted on

Graph III xa. 'P* is the recorded pressure in scale divisions at

time *t* wuile P/mg. is the pressure per unit weiglit of iiiitial

rubrene peroxide, obtained ty dividing 'P* by 7.1.

P s.d. P/xaft. * P/m&.

0 0.0 0.0 56 4. 2 0.592

s 0.1 0.014 40 4.9 0.691

5 0.1 0.014 45 5.2 0.753

0 0.2 0.020 50 6.0 0.847

10 0.2 0.028 55 6.5 0.916

12 0.5 0.0704 60 7.0 0.987

15 1.0 0.14 66 7.7 1.08

17 1.2 0.169 76 8.5 1.17

20 2.0 0.282 98 10.0 1.41

22.5 2.2 0.510 160 12.0 1.69

25 2.5 0.456 255 15.0 1.85

27.5 5.1 0.456 180 12.5 1.74

52.5 5.9 0.549 285 13.0 1.85

The bucket "was now raised to a cool part of" the tube and the

system evacuated tiircugh the tap Tg for one hour. .after dosing
this tap the liquid catygen was raaoved from a round the trap *A* •

When the trap tied warmed ud sufficiently 12.0 divisions cf conden¬

sable vypoirr evaporated into the gauge. The crystalline mass in

the bucket was then removed frcw the apparatus, made up to a known

volume in berusene and spoctrographieally analysed for rubrene.

The /
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The rubrene equivalent of the residue was 6.19 x 10 moles. The

amount decomposed, calculated from the oxygen evolution, was

6.59 x 10~®moles and from the solvent (benzene) 6.58 x 10~^moles.
This experiment (IIIsi) has been described in detail and the

results that follow have been obtained from experiments performed
*>

in exactly the sane maimer with the sane apparatus. Only the

variables of temperature and initial concentration of rubrene

peroxide were altered from experiment to experiment.

Kxrperiment 111:2

VIeight of container peroxide — 1.56310 gnu

Weight of container alone - 1.544-24 gtn.

Weight of Peroxide -13.86 mg.

Temperature - 91®C.
Time (mins.) ? s.A. 1%/^R. Time (mxns.) P s.d.

q 0 0 18 15.0 0.7d6
1 0 0 19 16«° 0«849
2 0 0 20 17.0 0.902

0.05 0.0027 22 19.0 1.01
0.1 0.0054 23 20.0 1.06
0.8 0.0043 25 22.1 1.19
1.5 0.080 26 22.8 1.21
2.2 0.117 27.5 23.1 1.22
3.2 0.170 29 24.0 1.27
4.2 0.223 30 24.6 1.30
5.3 0.281 32 25.6 1.36
7.1 0.376 35 26.0 1.38

12.5 8.8 0.466 34 26*3 1.4Q
13 9.0 0.477 35 27*0 1.43
14 10.2 0.541 36 27.5 1.46
15 11.9 0.631 37 28.0 1.48
16 15.0 0.690 40 29.7 1.57
17 14.0 0.744 . 48 31.1 1.65

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11.5

Condens¬ able /
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Condensable vapours retrieved - 35.1 scale divisions

Rubrene equivalent of the residue - 11.5 rag.

Experiiaent 111:3.

i'/oi^it cf container Peroxide - 1.56110 gpu

iieigafc of container alone - 1.34.418 gsu

V/eight of peroxide - 16.82 ng.

Temperature - 100°C.
Time (minsT) p spdT 2/v^ Time (.iiira. 1 '<? s.&«

0 0 0 14 18.9 1.12

1 0 0 15 20.0 1.19

2.5 0 0 17 21.0 1.25

8 8.9 0.55 19 21.9 1.30

9 2.4 0.56 22 22.C 1.30
10 12.0 0.72 25 22.1 1.31

11 14.4 0.85 32 22.1 1.31
12 16.4 0.98 55 22.1 1.31
13 17.9 1.06 60 22.1 1.31
Rubrene equivalent of the residue - 6.7 nig.

Experiment 111:4

Weight of container peroxide - 1.55103

Weight °f container el.one — 1.54417 O".

Weight of Peroxide - 6.86 ng.

Temperaturt- - 100°C.
Tine (reins.) P s.d. P/mK. Time (mins.) P s.A. gfelBx

0 0 10 7.7 1.12
0 0 10.5 8.0 1.1?
0 1) 11 a.8—1*37

0

1

2

3

4

b.O

7

7.3 /

0 0 12 9.5 1-33
0.1 0.018 13 10.0 1.46
1.1 0.161 14.5 10.9 I*59
2.2 0.324 16 11.1 1»62
5.0 0.459 17.5 11.5 I*68
5.8 0.555 19 11.9 1»74
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Time (mirta.) P s.d. P/W. Time (Tnins.^ P a.d. p/mp.

7.5 4.5 0.659 21.5 12.0 1.75

8 5.1 0.745 24 12.0 1.75

8.5 5.7 0.835 52 12.1 1.76
9 6.5 0.949 38 12.1 1.76

Ilubrone equivalent of the residue - 3.3 mg.

Experiment 111:5.

Weight of container Peroxide - 1.53040 jam

Weight of container alone - 1.49800 gm.

Weight of peroxide - 32.4 nig.

Temperature - 104^0.

Time (minsfi), P sTd. P/mg. Tjns .(mins^ P s.A. I]

0 0 0 13 56.8 1.75

1 0 0 14 58.0 1.79

2 0.1 0.0051 15 59.7 1.84

3 2.5 0.077 16 60.7 1.87

4 7.2 0.22o 17 61.4 1.89

5 14.0 0.454 18.5 62.2 1.92

6 23.0 0.710 20 S3.0 1.94

7 3C.8 0.955 22 S3.8 1.97

8 38.5 1.19 24 64.0 1.98

9 44.0 1.39 26 64.2 1.96

10 48.2 1.49 28 64.7 2.09

LI 52.0 1.61 30 64.8 2.00

12 54.4 1.71 35 55.0 2.02

60 65.0 2.02

Condensable vapour retrieved - 61.5 divisions.

Rubrene equivalent of residue - 2C.4 nig.

Experiment 111:6

"Weight of container Peroxide - 1.55664 pm.

Weight of container alcne - 1.54417 gn.

Wei^it of peroxide - 12.47 ng.

Temperature - 107°C«

Tine /
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te (mins.) P s.dr P/mg. Time (mins.) P ST&t, P/mg.

0 0 0 5.5 19.7 1.56
1 0 0 6.5 21.9 1.75
2 0 0 7.0 22.2 1.78
3 3.1 0.25 8 22.8 1.82

3.5 6.7 0.54 9.5 23.0 1.84
4 9.9 0.79 11 23.0 1.84

4.5 18.9 1.11 13 23.0 1.84

5 16.9 1.35 15 23.0 1.84

Condensable vapour retrieved - 24.0 divisions.

Rubrene equivalent of the residue - 6.6 mg.

Experiment Hit7

Weight of the container Peroxide - 1.55360 ©

Weight of the container alone - 1.54420 ©n.

Weight of Peroxide - 9.40 mg.

Tempera-hire - 111°C.
ie (mins.) P s.d. P/mg. Time (mins. ) p Mr P/mg.

0 0 0 6.5 15.2 1.60

0 0 0 7.0 16.2 1.73

3 0 0 7.5 16.7 1.79

4 1.2 0.13 8.5 17.0 1.81

4.5 4.1 0.445 10 17.1 1.84

5.0 7.7 0.84 13 17.1 1.84

5.5 11.1 1.18 16 16.9 1.80

6.0 13.9 1.49 23 16.5 1.76

Condensable vapours retrieved - 21.8 divisions

Rubrene equivalent of the residue - 6.0 mg.

Experiment 111:8

Weight of the container Peroxide - 1.56329 gnu

Weight of the container alone - 1.54417 ©a.

Wei$it of Peroxide - 19.12 mg.

Temperature - 118°C.
Time /
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Time (mins.) P B.a. p/mg. Time (mine.) P »«&• SZSSB*.
0 0 0 6.5 33.0 1.72

1 0 0 7.0 53.2 1.73

5 1.0 0.052 8.0 33.5 1.75

3.5 12.0 0.63 9 35.8 1.77

4.0 18.0 0.94 10 33.9 1.77

4.5 27.0 1.41 11 33.9 1.77

5.0 30.5 1.60 12 33.9 1.77

5.5 32.0 1.675 18 33.4 1.75

6.0 32.8 1.71 25 33.1 1.72

Hubrene equivalent of the residue - 9.8 mg.

The Stoichiometxy of the Decomposition /
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The Stoichiometiy of the Decairposition

Rubrene peroxide crystallises with solvent of crystallisation

in amount depending on the solvent. In this case benzene was the

solvent and on the assumption that the one mole of benzene is

combined with one mole of peroxide the molecular weight of the

complex is 642 gn. The numbers of moles of oxygen, bensene and

rubrene that were recovered from one mole of peroxide complex in

a series of reactions are shown in the table below. The yields

are expressed as percentages of the initial molar concentration of

peroxide, assuming its molecular weight to be 642. Included in

this table are the results of Experiments 111:9 - 13 in which it

was not possible to estimate the form of the pressure-time curve

although the routine analyses were carried out.

Number Oxygen Benzene j Rubrene Vj

III: 1 60 60 57

2 73 64 73

5 48 - 48

4 64 * 58

5 70 '68 70
%

6 67 69 64

7 69 84 77

8 65 - 62

9 72 70 78

10 77 - 80

11 69 65 7369

12 70 63

13 64 74

73

69

The /
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The constancy of these figures indicates that the peroxide

complex normally decomposes to about 70'% thus producing equimolar

proportions of oxygen, benzene and rubrene. The reaction may then

be represented by the stoichiometric relationship

Rubrene peroxidesbenzene Rubrene + Oxygen + Benzene

0r °42H28°2 * °6?6 *" C^28 * °2 * C6H«
The analysis results suggest that the splitting off of solvent

and the evolution of oxygen have occurred at the same specific rate

and are thus probably concerned with "the same chemical stage of the

reaction.

The Depenlence of Maximum Rate on Peroxide Concentration /
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The maximum rates of oxygen evolution in 'runs' :3 and :4 were

computed to be 29,1 and 13,6 scale divisions per minute respectively

while the initial peroxide concentrations sere 16,83 and 6,86 mg.

It can be seen that the ratio of rate to wei^it of peroxide is

constant within the limits of experimental error. This maximum

rate of production of oxygen occurred and was measured along the

same P/rag. abscissa.

Thus:

Maximum Rate

JIM
dt

constant, |peroxide j
k. [n02,B«n«m]

An examination of the typical curve drawn on Graph III:a

manifests the existence of three distinct stages in the reaction}

viz., the 'induction' or acceleration period, the inflective portion

involving the maximum rate and finally the decay process. In

to aid the process of derivation the maximum rate portion will be
the first to be discussed.

The Energetics of the Maximum Rate Process /

i
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The Energetics of the Maa

The table below lists the computations from 'runs* III: 1-8

in the form of the maximum rates expressed as scale divisions per

milligram per minute and their dependence on temperature.

Ifo* T°K 105/T Maximum Rate Log, nMaximum Rate

111:1 354 2.828 0.25 1.368

:2 563 2.754 0.71 1.851

:5 375 2.681 1.73 0.238

«4 375 2.681 1.98 0.297

:5 377 2.653 2.80 0.477

:6 380 2.661 5.5 0.740

:7 384 2.604 8.2 0.914

:8 591 2.557 10.0 1.00

The plot of maximum rate against the reciprocal temperature

is shown in Graph III:b. The distribution of the points indicates

that these functions are connected by a linear relationship over

the examined temperature range. The slope of the best straight
g

line is -6,41 x 10 • This corresponds to an activation energy,

6E , of 29,3 - Kg. cals./mole for the decomposition. The accuracy

of this determination was approximately -l.SKg. cals./raole.

The Pec.'Y Process
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The Decay Process

It was possible to estimate, in most experiments, the final

amount of peroxide that would have decomposed had the reaction

been allowed to proceed to completion: this value was termed APoo

scale divisions, A typical plot of log^AP^ - ^P/AP^) against
time is shown in Graph Illto while the actual results, calculated

on the basis of a value of 13,0 scale divisions for AP , are given
oo

in the table below. These figures were computed frcm the results

of 'run* 111:1,

Time Time
(rains.) hog^AP^ - AP/aP^.IO (nans.) Log^AP^ " apAPqq)

0 0 36 0.833

3 0.996 40 0.792

5 0.996 45 0.778

10 0.991 50 0.724

12 0.982 55 0.699

15 0.966 60 0.663

17 0.959 66 0.613

20 0.929 70 0.580

22.5 0.919 76 0.556

25 0.898 98 Q.362

27.5 0.881 160 1.887

32.5 0.845 180 1.732

When the acceleration ceases to be rate determining: i.e., at
»A* on Graph III so, the curve becomes linear. The ♦first order*

-3 -1
rate constant in this case was 7.75 x 10 mins. . A series of

plots of this type illustrated further that the decay process was

unimolecular. The following table has been drawn up relating the

various unimolecular rate constants (k) to the absolute temperature.

No. /
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No.

111:1

103/T°k
. 2 , —1

k x 10 nun.

2.828 0.775 1.889

:2 2.754 3.85 0.586

*4 2.681 0.8 0.991

17 2.604 43.5 1.639

:8 2.557 56.0 1.748

The slope of the best straight line in the Graph III:d, where
2 —T

l°glo(k.lO mins." ) is plotted against reoipi-ocal temperature, was
g

-7.25 x 10 which corresponds to an activation erjsrgy of

33.2 Kg.cals./mole for the unimolecrular decay process. All the

•runs* were not included in this table because it was often

impossible to estimate the true amount of oxygen evolved at the

completion of the reaction.

The two methods of determining the activation energy fear the

decomposition have produced approximately the same result within the

limits of experimental error. This result lends support for the

contention that the raaximm rate and the decay process actually

depict chemically identical stages in the reaction.

The 'Induction* Period /
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The 'Induction' Period

Such an accelerator^- process may be due to two factors t viz.

the finite time, t^, taken to heat the furnace temperature and/or
the time, t^, corresponding to a chemical process of nucleation.
In order to separate these two processes it was necessary to obtain

a value for this being effected in the manner now described.

An examination of the curves of log^^Ap^ - AP/aPqo) against
time, exemplified by Graph III to, suggested that the interpolated

time value, tQ, would provide a figure for the sum of the two
possible acceleration stages (t^ and respectively) in a partict*-
lar experiment. The values tQ at various temperatures are shown
in the table below.

No. t rains,
o

T°K

IH:1 15.0 354

:2 8.6 363

:4 5.8 373

»7 4.6 383

J8 3.4 391

Graph III :d shows the plot of log^g( - x) against reciprocal
temperature, where fx* has the values 0, 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 minutes.

That the curve tended towards a straight line, including all the

points within the limits of experimental error, at x « 2 was taken

as evidence that -the value of was approximately two minutes and

that the nucleation period, t^, was (tQ - 2). The slope of this
5

line is +4.1 x 10 this being equivalent to an energy value of

+18.8 Kg.cals./mole. It is realised that this two minute time

value will depend on the temperature, however, it is thought

unlikely that this effect will be appreciable over the present

temperature /
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temperature range and under the given experimental conditions.

The energy values that have been calculated in this section

will be interlinked in the discussion that follows Section IV in

an effort to aid the effective elucidation of the scheme of the

reversible photo-cocidation of rubrens.

EXEEEE£E3JTAL SECTION IV /

-
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EXH^KDuEI^TATj SECTION IV

An Investigation of the Properties of Solutions of

Rubrene and Kubrene Peroxide

The Photo-oxidation of Rubrene in Solution

It was hoped in this section to obtain verification of the

unit molar combinations of oxygen and rubrene in solution*

Previous experiments involving solutions of the peroxide, prepared

in the standard manner, have not resulted, as a rule, in a 100^

evolution of oxygen on decomposition; indeed the values have been

as low as 12^, By employing the usual constant volume system and

accurate pressure gauge it was hoped to be able to measure unambi¬

guously the previously reported (45) dissociation pressure of

oxygen below which no oxidation will occur.

The initial experiments consisted of an attempt to measure

the amount cf csxygen taken up by a benzene solution of rubrene

under irradiation. These, however, proved unsuccessful in every

way owing to the difficulty of thermostating the liquid in the

reaction vessel. Even when a compensating vessel, containing pure
- J

benzene open to the gauge jacket, was placed along-side the reaction

vessel in the thermostat bath it was found that the vapour pressure

of benzene changed too rapidly with temperature to enable signifi¬

cance to be attached to pressure measure measurements on t he system.

Qymene (p-isopropylbenzene) was tried as a solvent because of

its very low and alow changing vapour pressure. It was found that

the gauge pointer remained steady on the scale while a gas frae

solution of cymene was maintained at 25°C. On the introduction of

pure oxygen (measured value, 30 scale divisions) no pressure

decrease was observed in the dark but on illuminating the liquid,

oxygen /
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'

oxygen was absorbed at an appreciable rate.

Although 'this blank experiment showed that the apparatus was

adaptable to solution work it was apparent ■'hat p-cyraene was useless

as a solvent in which to study photo-cacidatians as it was itself

photo-axidisable, even at loir ciygen pressures.

The next solvent employed was ra-xylene with which r-c * blank*

oxygen uptake was observed over a period of a few hours.

The liquid was thermcstated by immersing the reaction vessel in

a water bath maintained at 24°C - 0.05° by means of a 15 Watt heater

and a mercury toluene regulator in conjunction with a Sunvic relay,

and an efficient stirrer. Attached to the stirrer wan a small

horseshoe magnet, the top of wiiich lay about 2mm. below the base of

the reaction vessel. A nail in a glass envelope was placed in the

reaction vessel thus enabling the liquid to be stirred while under

examination. The remainder of the apparatus employed was as

previously described although a scecial type of Vessel, small and

with a flat bottom, was used. The thermostat tank was fitted with
'

glass windows through which a beam from the Osira lamp system could

pass during period of illumination.
■ -

The solvent was purified hi' distillation ( sample Hopkins and

Williams) over calcium chloride the distillate being kept as free
*•3

from air as possible. A solution containing 1.966 x 10 moles
j

of rubrene per litre of m-xylene was prepared and stored in the

dark. 5 mis. of this solution were measured into the reaction
I
vessel and after the addition of the magnetic stirring element the

vessel was transferred to the apparatus and cooled in liquid oxygen.

The reaction space was then evacuated, the gauge taps closed and

the vessel allowed to warm up. At equilibrium the vessel was

again /
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again cooled in liquid oxygen and the apparatus evacuated. This

process was repeated until the vapour jjressure-temperature curve

for the solution was virtually identical with curve drawn from the

values in International Critical Tables for m-xylene. This

degassing process was carried out in the dark. At this stage

oxygen was allowed to enter the vessel to a known pressure s>s

measured by the gauge pointer deflection and after thermal stability

was reached the solution was illuminated.

Gauge sensitivity - 0.058 mm./s.d.

Temperature — 24°C.
Gas volume of the vessel - 23.4 mis.

Oxygen pressure - 21.9 s.d. after dark
equilibrium.

The rate of oxygen absorption at various oxygen pressures

throughout "die reaction are shown in Graph IV:a while the actual

results are given below.

Oxygen Pressure Rate Oxygen
(S.d.) (s.d«/l0inins.) Pressure Rate

20.95 2.1 10.70 0.8

18.90 1.9 9.85 0.9

17.25 1.5 8.95 0.9

15.80 1.4 8.15 0.7

14.55 1.1 7.50 0.6

13.50 1.0 6.85 0.7

12.50 1.0 6.25 0.5

11.55 0.9 5.75 0.5

Extrapolation of the curve in Graph XV x a indicates the x*ate

only becomes zero wSxen the oxygen pressure is zero, within the

limits of experimental error. This would suggest that the equili¬

brium pressure of oxygen, if such exists, is immeasurably snail, i.<
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less than 0.038 ran.
x ■

At this stage in the reaction the light was extinguished and

the oxygen pressure increased to 30 mm. This implied that the

total gas pressure in the apparatus was about 38.5 mm. and that

pressure changes due to temperature fluctuations weie still easily

controllable. The solution was left in the dark and in contact

with oxygen overnight and then illuminated. The pressure decreases

were recorded at known times and plotted on Graph IV:b. This

curve tended towards a saturation value at a total cocygen uptake of

116 scale divisions. The overall oxygen absorption was therefore

15.7 + 113 = 131.7 scale divisions. The molecular ratio of

oxygen to rubrene could then be calculated as shown below.
«»3

Moles oxygen uptake
__ 151.7 x 0.058 x 275 x 23.4 x 10 % _ 1.07

Moles rubrene present K 76o x 397 x 22.4 x 3 x 1.966 x 10"6
The extra 7 ' may have been due to the change in vapour pressure

of the solution which will result when the solute is changed from

rubrene to rubrene peroxide or to a slight uptake of oxygen by the

m-xylene or to the different solubilities of oxygen in the initial

and final solutions.

It has now been established that irradiation of a solution of

rubrene in m-xylene results in an absorption of oxygen, in amount

equivalent, mole for mole, to the rubrene in the solution.

The initial rates of oxidation, s.d./min., in the two parts of

this experiment were 0.382 and 1.78 respectively at 0.8 mm. and

30 mm. initial oxygen pressure. The ratio was thus 4.66:1 which

when multiplied by the ratio of the respective rubrene concentra-
116

tions (in terms of availability); i.e., ~2q» the result is a rate
ratio of 37.3:1. The pressures were in the ratio of 37.6:1

indicating that the rate of pressure decrease is proportional to
the oxygen pressure over this range.



The results have indicated that there is no measurable pressure

equilibrium set up when the rubrene is oxidised in m-xylere. It

was not possible to check this with benzene as solvent as has been

previously mentioned but a series of experiments were arranged in an

attempt to measure the extent of the reverse reaction; i.e., the

decomposition of the peroxide in li^vfc.

Five mis. of a standard solution of xubrone peroxide in benzene

contained in a small soft-glass tube, was connected to the hi$i

vacuum system. After freezing the solution with liquid oxygen the

tube was evacuated. The peroxide solution at this stage in -the

experiment did absorb visible light, as detected by the Unicam

SPGOO spectrophotometer. The solution was then allowed to warm

up to 15°0. and isoihermally degassed for 10 minutes over a liquid

oxygen trap. This process was repeated several times to remove,

as far as possible, all oxygen from the solution. At this stage

the tube was sealed off and the liquid illuminated with a powerful

ultra-violet lamp. This illumination was continued for 48 hours

after which the tube was left in daylight for 4 weeks. again the

solution was irradiated with the ultra-violet lamp for 48 hours.

By this time the liquid had changed from being completely

colourless to a very pale yellow. This yellow colour appeared to

be a fluorescence as it was more easily observed at right angles

to an incident light beam.

Once the existence of the yellow colour h»d been confirmed,

the seal on the tube was broken while the liquid was obscured from

light. The solution was then transferred to a 1cm. glass absorp¬

tion cell and the absorption spectrum examined over the range 350 -

GOO mu on the Unicam SPGOO instrument.

The /
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The results are shown on Graph IV:c(A) while the main

absorption bands of rubrene are drawn, for reference, as vertical

lines at the appropriate wavelengths.

The analysis results are given in the table below.

Wavelength
mu

Log i/l Wavelength
mu

Log I/I

560 0,016 480 0.081

540 0,055 470 0.086

555 0.045 465 0.091

550 0.049 460 0.096

525 0,055 450 0.104

520 0.059 440 0.121

515 0.057 450 0.141

510 0.061 420 0.167

505 0.066 410 0.209

500 0.070 400 0.275

495 0.075 580 0.406

490 0.078 365 0.592

An examination of the absorption curve on Graph IV jc indicated

that the absorption was practically continuous throughout the

visible range. There was however, evidence of small peaks in the

neighbourhood of the wavelengths of the visible absorption bands

of rubrene. As rubrene, in such small concentration, would not

absorb appreciably above 560 mu or below 450rau (see curve 2) it was

considered reasonable to assume t)iat the other material in ihe

solution was absorbing continuously between 560 and 450 niu, accor¬

ding to the dotted line B in Graph TV to. The absorption spectrin

of the unirradiated solution of rubrene peroxide in benzene (see
curve 4) shewed little absorption above 400 mu although increasing
to /
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to a maximum between 400 mu and 300 mu.

The difference between (a) and (B) is plotted against the

wavelength of absorption in Graph IV:d. As can be observed the

result is a fair duplication of the absorption spectrum of rubrene.

The concentration of the original soluti on was 1,028 om./litre of

the peroxide in rubrere equivalents. The concentration of rubrene
•*5

in 1he product was estimated as 1 mg./litre., i,e,# 5,10 mg,/5mls,,

from the standard calibration curve. The per cant decomposition

that occurred was therefore about 0,0004$£,

On the assumption that the above percentage decomposition

represented an equilibrium condition then the equilibrium pressure

for the decomposition would be approximately 3,5.10""\ww (the
volume of the vessel was approximately 50 mis,) of oxygen, at roan

temperature.

Similar experiments were performed in which the irradiation

was effected with the Osira lamp for vrjying times up to 72 hours

but no rubrene was detected in the resulting solution. The broad

absorption across the visible range of the spectrum was, however,

present in. all cases.

In an attempt to photo-oxidise solutions of rubrene in benzene

sealed into tubes under varying oxygen pressures, Bufraisse found

that no oxidation would occur below a certain oxygen pressure. The

pressure was determined arid found to lie between 2 and 8 nsa. Hg. of

oxygen at 16°G. The experiments on the photo-oxidation of rubrene

in m-xylene have not indicated ary such limitation, Dufraisse

also observed the yellow colouration during the vacuum illumination

aixt although this was attribtrfced to the fluorescence of rubrene no

analyses were carried out.

The /
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The results for the decomposition and oxidation experiments

in this section are in accord in as much as the apparent dissocia¬

tion pressure estimated in the former would not be detectable in

the latter. In general, -therefore, the results of this section do

not indicate that a dissociation pressure of the magnitude suggested

by previous workers governs the reaction equilibrium.
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The Effect of Light on Rubrene Peroxide crystals 'in vacuo'.

Although little effect was observed when a thin film of the

peroxide v/as irradiated 'in vacuo* at room temperature, an experi¬

ment has not been conducted, as yet, in which carefully crystallises,

peroxide has been illuminated in vacuum with ultra-viol.et light.

Such was the intention here.

8.25 mg. of the crystals (crystallised from "benzene solution)
were placed in a thin Pyrex reaction vessel and the powder spread

evenly over the surface by adding a drop of benzene. The crystals

were then evacuated in darkness for 15 hours at 10~4mm. Hg. (McLeod

gauge).

illumination was commenced at tliis stage with a high pressure

mercury vapour* lamp and silica focussing device and continued for

48 hours. Prcm a consideration of the dimensions of the apparatus

it was not likely that the temperature of the vessel exceeded 30°C.,
during the experiment. Over the first 24 hours, illumination

approximately 0.7 scale divisions - (Gauge sensitivity - 0.004 mm./

s.d. j vessel volume = 55.0 mis.) of permanent gas were evolved.

The permanent gas pressure was measured continuously during, this

part of the experiment by surrounding part of the reaction vessel

system with liquid air, thus freezing out *in situ1 any condensable

vapour. Over the second part of the experiment the gas pressure in

the gauge could not be estimated. After 24 hours the crystals had

changed from completely colourless to a red-brown and after 48 hours
no further change was evident.

The residue was dissolved in A.R. benzene and made up to 10 mis*

in a standard flask. This solution was spectrographically analysed

from 360 mu to 560 mu using the Unioam SP600 instrument and the

resulting absorption spectrum is indicated in Fig.6(A).
It/
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It was apparent from this spectrum and from the colour of the

solution that the main absorbing material present was not rubrena.

The fact that the curve does exhibit maxima in the region of the

three rubrertc maxima at 435, 495 and 550 mu., however, strongly

Indicated that the resultant curve was due to rubrene and another

material which absorbs strongly around 4-60 - 470 mm and weakly

above 560 mu.
t

The 0.6 divisions of gas evolved, assume to be oxygen, would

correspond to 5 x 10 mg. of rubrene in this system. Reading from

the calibration curve (see p. 20 ) this amount in 10 mis. benzene

would restilt in a log IJ~L value of 0.068 at 530 mu. and 0.034 at
465 mu,

a complete absorption spectrum of rubrene was calculated from

about double "these Log I0/I values and substracted fran the original
curve (a) resulting in the dotted curve (b). The doubled values

were employed as it was at this limit that all traces of rubrene

(detected by 'bumps* in the absorption curve at the wavelengths of

the rubrene maxima) disappeared from the curve (b).

The absorption curve (B) is probably a good approximation to

the spectrum of the main product of the light activated decomposition

of rubrenc peroxide in the crystalline state. This unknown cctn-

pournl exhibits a maximum at 450 mu. It must be pointed out that

rubreno peroxide wliich is in very high concentration in this

solution does not absorb light of wavelength higher than 400 mu.

Unfortunately it was not possible to identify or examine further

this secorkl product, but this experiment has provided evidence which

indicates that there are probably two distinct modes of decomposi¬
tion of the peroxide. As far as could be ascertained, the unveri¬
fied stage did not involve the production of an uncondensable gas.
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Note on "the Attempted Photo-oxidation of

2sj:6:7 - Dibenafluorantfaene

A benzene solution containing 234.0 mg. of dibenzfluoranthene

per litre was made up in the dark room. The absorption spectrum

of this solution was examined in the visible range (Graph 8). A

portion of the solution was allowed to stand in sunli^it in contact

with air for about 8 hours by which time the red colour had disap¬

peared and spectrographic examination indicated that the solution

no longer absorbed in the visible range. The absorption spectrum

of the colorirless product, believed by analogy with similar com¬

pounds to be the photo-oxide (i), is given in Graph 9. This

spectrum was the result of an examination of the solution, in 2 mm.

silica cells, with the Unicaia U.V. spectrophotometer.

10 ml*, of the original solution were transferred to a reaction

vessel and the solid content deposited in the usual manner on to

0.3 gm. of thallous bromide. The resulting film was kept in dark¬

ness and after being attached to the apparatus was evacuated for 15

hours at 1C "ram. Hg. (McLeod gauge). The temperature of the

vessel was then regulated to 25°C. and after the introduction of

50 rim, of oxygen the film was irradiated with the Csira lamp system.

No pressure decrease was detected over a period of 8 hours. A

similar experiment was carried out employing 0.2 gn. of Jena glass

as the substrate, again no pressure change occurred, after a long

period of irradiation.
Thus although 2:5j6t7 - dibenzfluoranthene was readily photo-

oxidised in solution there appears to be no evidence of such an

oxidation occurring in the solid state under such experimental
conditions. In this respect dibensfluoronthene differs from
rubrene.
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A General Discussion of Hie Results.

Although the main features of this work indicate that the

reaction between rubrene and oxygen is reversible, no evidence of

a dissociation pressure of oxygen of the order of 5 ram., at roan

temperature, as indicated by previous work done on solutions (43)

has been apparent. A similar oxygen pressure limi.t below which

the dissociation of peroxide may occur but above which the evolution

of oxygen ceases, was detected during a study of the oxidation of

dibeterocoerdianthone in pyridine (6b). No previous workers have

attempted to measure the equilibrium conditions of the photo-

oxidation of photodissociation of such polyacenes in the crystalline

state. As Hie solvent plays an important role in solution reactions

it is probable that solvent molecni.es sire fundamental in determining

the oxygen pressure limit. It is interesting to point out that

in pyridine such a pre®ure limit is often observed although in

other solvents this is not the case UZ).
The analogy between the addition of oxygen to polycyclic lydro-

carbons containing the anthracene nucleus and the corresponding

addition of dienophilic reagents such as maleic anhydride is very

close although several .important differences have been observed.

The presence of meso-phenyl group, for example, retards the

addition of inoleic anhydride yet promotes the addition of oxygen

(69). The most marked difference, however, lies in the fact that

although the activation energy for the dienpphilic addition may bo

supplied by heat the addition of oxygen requires light. Ample

evidence is available which shows that rubrone does not react with

oxygen in the dark, even over a period of 7 years (70). No

catalyst has been found which will "-remote the dark oxidation of
*

\

rubrsne, anthracene or mesc-dlp! teriylanthracene (71). The

decomposition /
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decanposition of the peixscicie on the other hand may be effected

either thermally or photocheniicaily.

Linear polynaclear liyctrocarbans in general exhibit similar

absorption spectra. As the /amber of benzene rings increases the

molecules absorb light of decreasing energy; i.c. the spectra are

shifted towards the red end of the spectrum. Examination of the

spectra of such materials indicates that there are two main regions

of absorption (V2). The first (a) type absorption is detected in

the ultra violet region, reaching a maximum at about 2C5 mu., in

the case of naphthacene and 290 mu., in the case of ribrone. The

second (B) type absorption is in the near ultra violet tending

toward® the visible as the series approaches na.phtha.eene and higher

hcraologues. It has been the case with all polyacene.s so far

studied, iiiat sunlight has been, an efficient source of illumination

to bring about tie photo-oxidation. In the case of rubrene mono¬

chromatic light of wavelength around ,100 mu., proved an efficient

illiw/iination source (12). As such light contains no wavelength of

energy high enough to excite the molecule through the A-type band

system it follows that photochemical reactions of this type must

involve B-type absorption. This process is visualised as constitu¬

ting the passage of molecules from the ground to the lowest singlet

excited state.

In the case of rubrene the most probable B-type absorption

occurs at 4G5 mo. , 4f5 mu., said 530 mu., the absorption falling to

about zero around 560 mu. The excitation energy involved in such

processes will be approximately 62.5, 57.0 arid 53.4 Kg. Cals./mole
respectively for the most probable transitions and 50.5 Kg. eels#/

mole for the minimum amount of energy that will bring about this

transition /
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transition# This latter value may be identified with the light

activation energy (ij) of the first stage in the photo-oxidation#
Once in the excited state the molecule may revert to the

ground state although not necessarily to the same vibrational level.

In the case of' rubrene the fluorescence emission has an approximate

light energy of 40 Kg#oals#/iaole, the molecule in the ground state

after fluorescence thus having less than 10 Kg.culs./mole vib¬

rational energy in excess of the ground state energy. Bowen (15)

believes that molecules in this state may now combine with oxygen.

Recent studies (73. 74) of the electronic levels of polyacene

hydrocarbons have indicated that assignments of transitions in this

series agree with the theoretical assignments for the singlet states,

S'or the triplet states, however, the same agreement has not been

apparent (75J. The value of 10.250 cm ^ for the lowest singlet

triplet absorption in naphthacene has been determined (76) and this

value agrees with theory. The energy of such a singlet triplet

transition is about 29 Kg.cals./mole.

Jones (77) has carried out calculations involving tho angles

made by phenyl substituenfc planes to anthracene nuclei. The

results indicate that the two ring systems cannot be planar. This

implies that very many meso-substituted anthracenes and other sub¬

stituted polycyclics cannot show the degree of conjugation between

the substituent and the ring system which might be expected from a

consideration of "the source substituents in benzene or in other

molecules where such sterio inhibition of resonance does not occur.

That the above theory is applicable to rubrene is indicated by the

similarity of the absorption spectra csf rubrene and naphthacene.

Thus /
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Thus it is possible to predict a probable value for the energy

of the singlet-triolet transition in rubrene by analogy with ■•he

value for naphthacene and. a comparison of the absorption spectra of

rubrene and naphthacene. Such an approximation is made with the

knowledge tliut tie lower triplet excitation energy decreases as the

polyacene series increases am eventually this triplet level

approaches the ground (singlet) state (76). If the spectral

positioiis of the singlet-singlet absorption bands in rubxene and

nephthacene, relative to the weaker singlet-triplet absorption

remain similar then the lowest triplet level of rubrene will involve
*

an excitation energy of about 24 Kg.cals./mole (h0).
A combination of the computed values of Ej and Eg with the

mean measured thermal activation energy for the decomposition of

rubrene peroxide (ais^) fi the estimated heat of the reaction (Ail)
results in tlie following eixzrgy diagram for the reversible combina¬

tion of rubrene and oxygen.

SO'1* E,

(c-

*

ROi

Ei)

lb

**

Roa

AEt

v.)

RO,

7-if

R + Oz

T
oH

_1
The fact thattwo molecules of rdbrene must collide before

optimum activation and hence photo-oxidation will occur will not
interfere with this energy' qycle. In this scheme H indicates

rubrene in the ground state, R* indicates rubrene in the singlet
enrol +«d /
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excited stace, Br the triplet state, HO.,* 2111 unstable intermediate

which may stabilise to the peitjitide RGg and ROg an unstable
intermediate reached by thernal activation, of the rubrene peroxide.

As the cLiradical, r\ is rebtivsly stable, having an apparent

lifetime of 2 seconds in benzene solution (14), it has been consi¬

dered as oocipying a position of minimum po tential energy. The

energy values ih and ai-e not accurately assessable although in¬

spection of the diagram indicates thai limits for these values may

be computed. for* 'example, must be less tlian (E, - Fv): i.e.,J.

less than 26.5 hg.oals./mole, while must be le3s tban(l^ + aH)
which is 63.7 Kg.cals./mole.

The first deduction which may be made from this energy scheme

involves the reaction,

?02
ars

R ♦ Og + R6
VV-. 7

The value of is given by (aE^ - aH) -which is 17.4 Kg. cals./
mole. As the heat of dissociation of an oxygen molecule into two

oxygen atoms is about 120 Kg.cals./racle it is evident that in this

case the oxygen must Iiave been molecular when evolved. A similar

calculation has been made (06) in the decomposition of Ii4 - dimehh-

oxy-9110-diplleny1anthu-acone. The value for E^ in this case was

computed from the reaction rata at only two temperatures (78) and
found to be 24 Kg. caLs./mole. It is interesting to note, at this

stage, that this activation energy is very close to the value

The photo-oxidation of anthracene and naphthsesns proceeds
smoothly in carbon disulphide, although the photo-oxides do not
regenerate cygen on heating ( 7£, 56 j. Indeed the deccarposition

c
of these oxide s occurs explosively at about 120 "C. An approximate
value /

fL>i~

^-7
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value of the heat of such a decomposition may be estimated from a

knowledge of the resonance energies involved. In polyacenes tlie

r' -electrons associated with each double bc>nd may he visualised as

moving freely throughout the whole molecule. Such saturation, as

is involved in the formation of a photo-oxide, must thus i-esult in

the localisation of two 7*-electrons and a corresponding alteration

in the resonance energy of the molecule as a whole.

The photo-oxidation of nsphthacene may he written as follows:

COCO^CXT^O
Contributing, to the nett energy change will be on -the one hand

a loss of the resonance energy of naphthalan* (E^) and of the
energy involved in the transformation Os0-+-O-O-(fi )j on the

o—o

other hand the rescn&nce energies of naphthalene (K^) and. benzene
(R.) combined with the energy of two carbon-oxygen (D ) bondsu C**0

will be gained. The nett energy gain will thus be given by -

*h + *b * ^ * Ko-o - Rnc
If the values of these factors are taken as R^, 75 Kg. cale./

mclej R^, 39 Kg.cals./mole; P _o> 70 Kg.cals./molej Et^c» Kg.
cals./mole (80) and , 136.2 Kg. cals ,/mcle (61) then the total
energy gain will be 56.8 Kg.cals./mole. The dissociation of such
photo-oxides would thus be exothermic to the extent of 56.8 Kg.cals.,
mole which is vety high ana would account for the explosive violence

/

of the decomposition.

When substituted in the meso—peeiti on, naphthacenic photo-
oocides dissociate readily into the parent hydrocarbon and oxygen.

This may be explained by the function of the phenyl substituents,
in /
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in the case of rubrene, in contributing to the resonance energy

of the molecule.

Little doubt remains as to the structure of this type of

photo-oxide. Their absorption spectra are entirely different from

those of tlxe parent hydrocarbons and in the case of rubrone photo-

oxide the spectrum resembles closely that of diphea^/'lnaphtludene

(ag). Calculations have also indicated (S3) that tiie substituted

pheryl groups become planar with the basic nucleus after oxidation.

V.'itti reference to the energy diagram above and in particular

to the stage involving; five production of thus triplet state

molecule from the light saturated material, in the formation of the

rubrene diradical a net energy absorption of - Eg) j i.e.
26.5 Kg.cals./mole must occur. In the case of naphthacene this

value will not be markedly different ard the energy involved in the

localisation of the two "R -eie ctrons will be given appraxime tely by

the value of + R^) which is 22.2 Kg. eele./mole.
Such a calculation is very approximate but is in agreement

with present ideas on the structure of the diradical.

One aspect of the photo-cadda-cion which has not been, treated
r

specifically in this work is the amission of light during the

decomposition of the peroxide. Moureaa, Lufraisse and Butler (84)

observed, this effect with rubrene peroxide and a similar light

emission was observed during the decomposition of lt4-diiaetho^y-

©:10-dipheijylanliiracene by Dufj^aisse and Vellus (85). The observed

light energy was estimated as about 40 Kg.cals«/raole.

There is no process apparent in the energy diagram which could

account for such an emission of light aftkough it is possible that

absorbed thermal energy may be recovered as light energy from either

of/
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of the proposed unstable peroxide intermediates.

On t}ie other hand the reverse photo-cacidatioii, which was

effected by irradiating rubrene peroxide both in the liquid end

crystalline states may be visualised sis having a light activation

energy Acooxding to the limits on E^ the maximum wavelength
of light which will bring about this dissociation, iu vacuum, should

lie between 750 tsu and. 440 au. An examination of the absorption

spectrum of rubrenc photo-oxide indicates that lig}vt absorption

becomes appreciable at about 400 rau. This is in reasonable

agreanarifc with the maximum light activation energy as predicted by

tlie theory. Such en explanation, however, assumes that the reverse

photochemical reaction proceeds according to the same ibechanisra as

the photo-oxldat ion.

Rubrene in a solid state ha3 been photo-oxidised but 2t3i6:7 -

dibenzfluoraniheiie, which was just as readily photo-oxidised in

solution, could not be oxidised either on thallous bromide or Jena

glfcUSS.

3ase of photo-oxidation of crystals of such hydrocarbcno may

be related to the shape of the molecule. It has been suggested

that the oxygen uptales observed in this work were due to the

oxidation of surface layers in the neighbourhood of crystal irregu¬

larities. It is likely that a looser packing than is found in the

bulk of the crystal is necessary before the configurations! changes

acceeipanying oxidation may occur* In the case of rubrene this

change inay be able to take place by virtue of the phenyl groups

being out of the plane of the naphthacene nucleus before oxidation

thus permitting the molecule to change its configuration relatively

easily after the absorption of the energy of an 'exciton*. Similar

orguraents /
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arguments in the case of dibenzfluoranthene would suggest that it

would be much more difficult to bring about the change in this case

because of the close packing of molecules; there being a higher

energy barrier to overcome in order to alter the crystal structure

of the hydrocarbon.

An important extension of this theory has recently come to ligh

following the synthesis of tetra-p-tolylnaphthacene (tetramethyl

rubrene) (86). This molecule will occupy an even greater volume

than rubrene and according to this theory should be readily photo-

oxidisable in the solid state. It was observed (86) tliat tetra-

metlsyl rubrene crystals were decolourised in sunlight and Hie

product was found to be the photo-oxide. This report (86) consti¬

tutes the first example of the direct photo-oxidation of a naphtha-

cenic hydrocarbon in the crystalline state, and a manometric study

of films of teramethyl rubrene in an apparatus of the type used in

the present work might prove of great value.

This work cannot claim to have elucidated complete mechanisms

for the photo-oxidation although studies on the decomposition of

thin films and crystals have provided useful energy values vhich

enabled a possible complete energy scheme for the reversible

combination of rubrene and oxygen to be proposed. The conclusions

have, however, opened up possible lines of approach to Hie general

problem of Hie photo-oxidation of solid hydrocarbons.

t



SUMMARY

The effects of li^it on materials exposed to oxygen are varied

ami the mechanisms of the ensuing reactions are obscure* The

object of this r/ork was to contribute to the elucidation of the

mechanism of photobleaching In the solid state by utilising the

reversible pboto-oxidative properties of 5:6 s11 j12-tetrapheEylna»h-

thacene (rubreno).

Examination 1ms been made of the photo-oxidation in visible

light of thia films of rubrone on thailous bromide and on Jem glass

by mesne of the direct measurement of oxygen pressure decrease.

The oxygon t^ptakes wore irreproductble, varying "torn 0 - 60 S of the

available material on the assumption that a unit molar combination

of rubrono and oxygen had occurred* So pressure below which oxida¬

tion would nut occur' was detected and experiments on the photo-

oxiuation of ruhrene in m-Kylene extended this conclusion beyond

the solid state* The rate of oxidation on glass was proportional

to the surface concentration of oxygen, although the variation of

the rate with solid phase concentration was complex*

A study was made cf the decomposition of thin films of rubrene

peroxide on glass, at various temperatures and the results indicated

that the oxygen pressure developed in the presence of solvent

vapour adsorbents was solely determined by the temperature of tlie

film* A mechanism was proposed which explained the main features

of the decomposition and. a mean value of aII » 15* Xg,cale./mole
estimated for the heat of tlie dissociation.

1

The energy of activation of tic decomposition of the peroxide

was calculated from the results of a series of experiments on the

decomposition of ground crystals at various temperatures* Tiio

mean enor-y value was Ah Kg.cals./raole.

An/



An examination was made at the light activated decomposition

of the peroxide *in vacuo*, bcth in solution and in the solid state*

In each case the results indicated that rubrene was regenerated

along with an unidentified material.

A possible mechanism of the photo-oxidatiou and an energy

scheme linking the photo- and thermal processes lias been discussed

in relation to the general nature of the preparations.
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